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A  f rank  conversation w i th A dam Bow den
The owner of Diamond Creek Farm burst on the scene in 2005 by spending a million dollars on horses and 
vowing to play at the top of the game. Adam Bowden has been a fixture among the sport?s elites ever since.

by Murray Brown

   It was in November 2005 when an unfamiliar name began 
appearing on the sales results sheets at the annual 
Harrisburg sale. The name was Adam Bowden and the horses 
purchased were not of the cheap variety. For the most part, 
they were top of the line horses with quality pedigrees.

   The total spent was well over a million dollars. It is on 
occasions such as this that sales managers start to shiver. I 
know. I've been there. I've also been stung.

   It was time to introduce myself to this new buyer.

   The name Adam Bowden seemed vaguely familiar. I paged 
him and congratulated him on his purchases and wished him 
the best of luck with them. Then the touchy question: "How 
and when are you going to pay for them Adam?" I was told 
that the money would be wired within a few days. True to his 
word, that's exactly what transpired. I then remembered who 
Adam Bowden was. He was a young man who had spent two 
summers apprenticing at Hanover Shoe Farms attempting to 
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soak up some of what it takes to run a successful horse farm.

   Initially, most people, perhaps myself included, thought 
that he was another newbie who was ready to be taken to 
the cleaners by the vultures, also known as horse agents. The 
majority of horse agents are not dishonest or dishonorable. 
However, the ones who are, are generally the first to try to 
take advantage of "fresh meat" entering the marketplace.

   But contrary to the general assumption, Bowden had done 
his homework. His ambition was to establish a high quality 
standardbred breeding farm.

   Most people entering our business get the horses first and 
then expand to the point where the need or desire for a 
place to house them occurs through the progression of time. 
Adam did it in reverse. He, together with his dad, Chris, had 
purchased 180 acres of prime real estate in Paris, KY from 
the late John Magnuson. This was to be the site of Diamond 
Creek Farm.

   Adam came to the breeding game well prepared.

   He is from the small town of Cumberland, ME where his 
parents and grandparents had some cheap horses.

   He quickly became smitten with the horse bug. But he 
didn't want cheap horses. He wanted to play with the big 
boys at the top of the game.

   After graduation from college with a degree in biology and 
chemistry, he began following the sport with great intensity. 
He started keeping records and developing theories and a 
game plan.

   First, he felt he had to learn about the physiology of the 
horse, especially its feet. Growing up, he had often heard the 
expression "no foot no horse." He spent two years in farrier 
school working mostly with show horses, but with the 
occasional standardbred.

   After purchasing the land that was to become Diamond 

Dave Landry

A dam Bow den at h is consignment at the Lex ington Selected 
Yearl ing Sale in 2016.
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Creek Farm, he needed to stock it with mares. Thus, his trip to 
the Harrisburg Sale in November 2005. The plan was to buy 
five mares, concentrating on quality. With only five horses, he 
wouldn't need help. He could do it all himself.

   However at Harrisburg, things got away from him. He left 
the sale with 20 broodmares, five yearlings and five 
weanlings.

   There was still only Adam to take care of these 30 horses. 
The yearlings were not an immediate problem as he 
apportioned them off to trainers who would prepare them to 
race.

   The mares and weanlings were his to take care of. He 
managed to foal all the mares and raise the then yearlings 
all by himself.

   "It wasn't easy" he said. "But I managed to get through it 
with a little heartache thrown in, something that affects 
anybody in the breeding business.?

Dave Landry

Bow den at Red M i le in 2018.
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   The number of mares that Diamond Creek owns now 
numbers in the 60 range, although it has been as high as 82. 
This, together with a group of about 20 retirees and a 
commensurate number of yearlings and foals, and 32 horses 
in training, adds up to a very significant equine population.

   Adam and I recently had several conversations while he, his 
wife Lindsay and daughters Finley and Grace were on a 
skiing expedition in Montana. Their one-year-old son Roman 
is a little young to be included this time, but I was assured 
that he will be with them on future trips.

   Adam, let's begin with your training stable. You've got 32 
horses in training, That's a pretty big investment and speaks 
well for your confidence in the sport.

   ?Like most people in this business we're always looking for 
the home run horse. We own most of them entirely, but we 
do have partners on some. I'm pretty much of a lone wolf 
type of personality. I prefer to captain my own ship whether 
it be for good or bad. It?s not that I don't like partners. 
Everybody that I've partnered with in the business has been 
"good people." I don't recall ever having a dispute with any of 
my partners. It?s just the I prefer to make all my decisions 
and not to be beholden to anybody else or have them 
beholden to me.

   ?We've taken our racing stable to another dimension in 
that, like with some thoroughbred outfits, we have our own 
stable racing manager, Marcus Johansson, who is an 
outstanding horseman and oversees all of our horses in 
training. He went to arguably the best school that our sport 
has, that of Jimmy Takter.

   ?I've learned that, generally speaking, horse trainers are 
among the most optimistic of beasts to be found on this 
planet. Marcus is able to give us an unbiased opinion of what 
we have being trained. In addition to having been an 
accomplished horse trainer, he was also a more than 
adequate driver. He is able to sit behind our trainees and tell 
us what he thinks without any bias.?

   How do you pick your trainers?

   ?As you know, we have them with several trainers, most of 
them headquartered in New Jersey. I've tried many trainers 
and probably as many venues. Most recently I've had a great 
trainer such as a Jimmy Takter type come to the farms and 
have him pick the ones he would like to see trained. I don't 
think there is any perfect way of doing it. However, we've had 
some recent success doing it this way.?

   Do you think that having that many horses in training, most of 
them homebreds hurts you as a market breeder?

   ?It probably does. But we try to apportion our yearlings into 
two groups. One of those groups consists of the ones we 
consider the most commercially attractive. That group goes 
to the sale. The other group is made up of those from whose 
dams we have generally put into training. A good many of 
those in the latter group consists of fil l ies who's blood we 
want to retain and build on and keep as future broodmares.?

Claus Andersen

A dam and Lindsay Bow den af ter Pure Country w on the Breeders 
Crow n at Harrah?s Hoosier Park  in 2017.
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   You also dabble in thoroughbreds. How did that come about 
and how has it worked for you?

   ?Lindsay and I were in Ireland a few years ago for the 
Vincent Delaney Memorial. While we were there, we took a 
trip to Coolmore Stud, arguably the top thoroughbred 
breeding farm in the world. While we were there, they 
showed us a list of some mares they might have for sale. We 
bought two of them. We now own 10 thoroughbred mares. 
We keep and foal them at Ashford Stud in Lexington, which is 
Coolmore's farm in the States. We do raise their foals at our 
farm in Kentucky with our standardbreds. We utilize agents 
to sell our yearlings at the select sales. I would say we've 
been fairly successful.?

   You mentioned your retirees. Good for you.

   ?I suppose that I picked that up at Hanover. They have a 
group that numbers well over a hundred. I remember 
thinking that's only right. We benefit from them. It?s only 
right that when their production years are over that we 
provide a good home for them. The Crawfords, and I believe 
Winbak, do much the same.?

   You started off with a farm in Kentucky. You've now expanded 
to Pennsylvania and also have had aborted deals in New York 
and New Jersey.

   ?An ideal horse farm became available in Pennsylvania. 
That's where the best sires stakes and breeders rewards 
programs were situated so we bought it. It?s where we stand 
most of the stallions with which we are affiliated. When 
asked why we moved there, it?s like the celebrated bank 
robber Willie Sutton said when he was asked why he robbed 
banks, ?Because that's where the money was.??

   In the past years you've had plans to establish farms in New York and 
New Jersey. Neither one came to fruition. What happened?

Dave Landry

Bow den k eeping an eye on the action f rom the press box  at the 
Lex ington Selected Yearl ing Sale in 2017.
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   ?In the case of the New York farm, I bear full responsibility. 
I acted before I polled our customers and assessed the 
marketplace. We had plans to stand world champion Lather 
Up there. The feedback I received from our customer base 
and the industry was that most people were not willing to 
send their mares, especially mares with foals at their side, to 
New York because of their stringent residency rules. Rather 
than risk the chance of the horse not getting the support 
that one of his ability deserves, we made the decision to 
stand him at Sugar Valley Farms in Ohio where he serves a 
full book of mares. In retrospect, I believe Ohio was a better 
place for him anyway.

   ?As far as New Jersey is concerned, I'm still not quite sure of 
what happened. I thought we had reached a deal to stand 
Tall Dark Stranger there. We had a farm. We had already 
purchased equipment for the breeding shed. Thankfully, we 
never made a public announcement before the paperwork 
was completed. But the word was out through the industry. 
For reasons I'm still not sure of, I found that the horse was 
going to Hanover. But that's business. They got him, we 
didn't. That didn't prevent us from buying a share and 
booking several mares to him.?

   To a great extent, when it comes to going after a top horse to 
become a stallion there's you and there is Hanover. Most of the 
others are bit players.

   ?I think we both have a lot to offer. It depends on the needs 
of the sellers. If they are looking to realize the most money, 
especially short term, I believe that we have the most to 
offer. We have done very well for our shareholders, especially 
when one considers the money to be made by shipping 
horses to the Southern Hemisphere.

   ?Although Hanover has done so on occasion, it?s pretty well 
known that they are reluctant to do it. However in terms of 
commitment, insofar as the number of mares that they are 
willing to commit to a horse in its formative years, they have 

everybody else beat by a country mile.?

   Considering the risk factor, you guys are willing to invest 
significant dollars in a young horse that shows promise early in 
the game much more than just about anyone.

   ?That is part of our overall game plan. Sometime it works, 
other times not as well. I believe it?s worth the risk in order 
to be able to stand the horse if he becomes as good as we 
hope that he will.?

   How active are you in the running of your two farms?

   ?I would say pretty active. I spend most of my time in 
Kentucky at the farm there, but I go to the Pennsylvania farm 
about one week every month. There is nothing of 
consequence that takes place without my knowing about it. 
If that makes me a control freak, then I suppose that is what 
I am.?

   You presently own 60 broodmares. Do you anticipate growing 
much more?

   ?Not very much. For us, the ideal size is between 60-80 mares. 
Like everything else in this world, its subject to change. Remember 
you are speaking with the guy who first went to Harrisburg to buy 
five mares and left the sale with 30 horses.?

   Of all the horses you've owned or been associated with, do 
you have a favorite?
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   ?Creatine for sure. He overcame all obstacles. He was supposed to 

be sold as a yearling, but he injured a hock before the sale and had 

to be withdrawn. From that point forward, he became a physical 

mess. He lost weight and lacked energy. I remember calling my dad 

and telling him that it appeared that we might have to put him 

down. My dad suggested we just kick him out and let nature take its 

course. ?Just let him be a horse.? We brought him in as a 2-year-old 

and dad suggested that we give him to 80 year old Donnie Richards 

in Maine to fool with. After awhile, Mr. Richards offered $10,000 for 

him. We turned it down. A month later, the offer was $50,000. Our 

answer was the same. ?This might just be the best horse I've ever 

trained,? said Richards. We sent him to Bobby Stewart in Kentucky 

and he won the Kentucky Futurity. We raced him in Europe. He 

ended up earning over $2 million dollars. He's now standing at 

Sugar Valley Farm in Ohio.?

   Diamond Creek entered the horse agency business last year. It 
appears that you have plans to expand it.

   ?It was somewhat happenstance that we first became 
involved. We have been friends and partners with Shmuel 
Farhi who owns Farhi Standardbreds in Canada. It appeared 
to me as though he and I had similar goals, to play the game 
at the top and concentrate on quality. Because of COVID-19, 

they were in a bit of a pickle insofar as sending their help 
with their consignment to Timonium. We offered to help in 
acting as their agent. Considering Covid and the 
circumstances I thought we did really well. I think our crew 
can represent a horse as well as anyone. We plan to play the 
agency game the same way we do with our yearlings. We 
want and will only accept what we consider to be quality 
horses. We believe we have a top brand and that anybody 
that's looking for a good yearling would be remiss in not 
visiting our consignment.?

   Besides horses, what pleases Adam Bowden most?

   ?Of course, my family is first. Both Lindsay and I love to 
travel and we do a lot of it. I'm very much into exercise of all 
sorts. I'm an avid runner. I do the triathlon. I love skiing and 
biking ?  just about everything that stretches the body to 
accomplish a little more.?

Have a question or comment for The Curmudgeon? 
Reach him by email at: hofmurray@aol.com.
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Higher minimum bet sizes can help 
broaden the w agering tent
Two tracks ? Mohawk and the Meadowlands ? have wagers ripe for 
change.

by Dean Towers

   Back in 2008, I was presenting on a racing panel and was joined 
by a chap from New Zealand. He talked about the benefits of their 
fractional wagering, where a customer wagers at whatever 
denomination they want; even a penny. Five or six years later a 
variant of this concept spread across North America and we can 
now bet at 10 or 20 cents as a matter of course.

   I have little doubt that lower betting denominations have 
increased reach, as our New Zealand friend predicted, but has it 
been good for the player? With a qualifier (there?s nothing wrong 
with offering some lower minimum bets) I believe the answer to 
that is no.

   Harness racing is a formful game, and bettors who sink hours into 
finding an opinion need a vessel to act on it. Lower minimums 
water down payoffs, making a lot of effort simply not worth it. In 
addition, these bets destroy most carryovers, which as we all know 
act as a benefit to players through reduced takeout.

   One track that has interestingly resisted lower minimums has 
been Northfield Park, where multi-leg wagers are in $1 increments. 
So far, the results have been encouraging. They have almost weekly 
carryovers (there?s even been a Pick 3 carryover a time or two this 
meet), and these stoke large handles like the $150,000 Pick 5 pool 
we played into just this past Tuesday (Feb. 23).

   But perhaps more importantly, the payoffs in multi?s have been 
worth getting your handicapping hands dirty for. A horse who 
would be covered with several 20 cent tickets at a Mohawk Park is 
sometimes not covered at all at Northfield. Just a few weeks ago, I 
was alive in a Pick 4 for a pool shot with a completely logical horse 
in the last leg. This happens almost nightly at the Cleveland oval.

   There are currently two bets at two flagship tracks that I think 
can reap the rewards of higher minimums like Northfield?s 
customers have ? Woodbine Entertainment?s Pick 4, and the 
Meadowlands? Super High Five.

   At Mohawk Park, the Pick 5 (at a low 20 cent minimum) has been 
wildly successful for the reasons relayed above ? it?s a low takeout 
bet that?s tougher to hit with the added 5thleg, resulting in higher 
payouts. However, the much easier to hit 20 cent Pick 4 is faltering. 
This bet has higher than average takeout, and runs fairly formful 

each night, sometimes resulting in comically low 20 cent payouts. 
This is no secret to Woodbine ? they don?t even guarantee their 
Pick 4 pool at $50,000 any longer.

   I believe this wager needs a refresh: It should be offered at a $1 
minimum, with a drop in takeout. This would attract the bettor who does 
the work and wants to cash on his or her opinion. It broadens a tent, and 
now that Woodbine Entertainment allows for carryovers, customers 
would likely get one from time to time, spurring monster pool size.

   Over at the Meadowlands, they too have increased handle by 
making a tougher to hit bet easier with their 20 cent Pick 5. 
However, for one wager, they went the opposite direction. The last 
race Super High Five is 10 cents, not 20 cents. This makes a 
carryover a unicorn event (there was only one this meet), and the 
chance at a big score for being right is minimized. I suspect if they 
increased this minimum to 20 cents we?d see little change in 
short-term handle, and it would result in a better bet that will, over 
time, attract more dollars and interest from seasoned horseplayers.

   In the business, bet size has been a hot topic with many for and 
against higher minimums. One thing I believe we all can agree on is 
that giving customers a choice is accretive. For the casual fans, 
offering a bet that allows them to spread is important as a marketing 
vehicle, but we can never forget the everyday horseplayer (or those 
who want to be one). Giving them a shot at making a score with 
higher bet size is vital to the health of the game.
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A ssessing the notion of  f ront-end 
bias?
? and what the sport can do to diminish it.

by Brett Sturman

   Through a prominent driver and a separately prominent 
trainer, this column has recently touched on the idea of an 
ever-expanding speed bias in harness racing. At its core, the 
logic is that horses are faster than ever before, carry their 
speeds longer, and so it has become extensively more 
difficult for horses to win from off the pace.

   I think that most would accept that premise as more or 
less correct, including myself. But the fact that horses on the 
front or ones that race close to the front win more races is 
not something new; it has always been like that to some 
degree. When speaking of bias, there is a bias to begin with 
in harness racing that the better horses traditionally race 
near the front to begin with. Most times, the race favorites 
are forwardly placed, so of course it?s going to be those 
horses that are even more likely to win. For example, it 
seems like every other race at Monticello the track 
announcer says, ?And at the quarter pole, the favorites are 
running 1-2.? Of course they are. It?s not happening by 
accident. In these cases, the bias just as much as anything 
else is that the better horses are put in more advantageous 
positions than lesser horses to start with.

   The bias is evident even on mile tracks such as the 
Meadowlands. It?s one thing for the favorites to continuously 
line up on a half-mile track which makes it almost certain no 
one will come from off the pace to win, but that type of thing 
isn?t supposed to happen on the big tracks.

   Fortunately, I?d say that there are ways to combat the bias 
and have races run fairer. It?s a simple concept, too. If there is 
more early action in races and more aggressive racing tactics 
are adopted, there won?t be as many races where it?s 
impossible for most horses to win halfway through the race. 
Such was the case at the Meadowlands not too long ago. 
Even if you buy into the thought that horses carry their 

speed longer now than they did 20 years ago, the fact 
remains that 20 years ago at the Meadowlands you could be 
in first at the quarter and then 10th by the half. Almost never 
will you see that type of early shuffle today at the 
Meadowlands, or anywhere else for that matter.

   Without that type of action and horses left to stroll along 
at their own will, of course it?s difficult for horses to win from 
off the pace; especially when coming from off the pace and 
ceding even further ground when racing wide. But in races 
where there is activity, it becomes a different story. This can 
be illustrated to a degree by looking at the last three nights 
of racing from the Meadowlands (the last two Fridays and 
last Saturday).

   Beginning with Friday, Feb. 19, nine of the 13 races were 
won by horses on the front, or close to the front by the 
half-mile mark. In these races, horses were able to be put on 
the lead fairly comfortably or race up close without 
expending much energy to be in those positions. In one race 
that night, a 27-1 horse, Shady McCoy, juked off second-over 
cover to fair and square overcome the typical bias in a race 
where the leader tired in the waning stages to finish fourth. 
There were three other races that weren?t won on or close to 
the front, and in one of those the leader was hard used from 
post 10 and tired, which set the race up for a 22-1 winner. In 
another, the leader folded approaching the stretch setting up 
for the closers which was one by Betalady who surged 
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four-wide at three-quarters, though admittedly she would 
have been good enough to track down anyone regardless. 
Another race was won by a 30-1 longshot who never left the 
inside, found a lane in the stretch and simply had more trot 
than the tepid favorite who raced on the lead.

   Last Saturday the results were similar. In 15 races, by my 
account 12 of those were won on or close to the front and 
without the need to race off cover. One exception was the 
first race, won by a 37-1 horse from post 1 who never left the 
rail and was able to squeeze up the inside in the stretch in a 
race where the 3-5 favorite was empty. Race 8 that night saw 
the even money favorite Gods Spirit N win from a 
second-over trip where leader had it is own way the front, 
and race 14 saw Lyons Steel win while making a three-wide 
move, though in that race the leader had to park out a 
challenge through a :27.1 second panel.

   This past Friday did see more horses winning from off the 
pace, though most of those races included more movement 
in the race. The exception to that was in the first race in 
which a 12-1 chance with Steve Smith tipped off third over 
cover and tracked down the odds-on favorite that had clear 
separation. But race two that night was a clear example of 
what can happen when multiple horses make moves to the 
front. In that race, there were four lead changes in the first 
three-eighths and the race set up for the outer flow. Also, 
that night was another huge rally from Betalady, just as the 
Friday prior. When you?re that good it doesn?t matter where 
you?re coming from.

   The takeaway from all this is that the more action in a race, 
the less of a bias there will be. If every race happened to be 
a GSY Amateur Series race as was the case from the second 
race on Friday where horses are raced perhaps less 
cautiously than other races, would there really be as many 
uncontested leads and one-minute middle fractions? It?s not 
to say that every race needs to be the wild west, but normal 
racing used to be more aggressive than it is today.

   Also, if there is an acknowledgement of the importance of 
having to race on or close to the front, why aren?t there 
greater pushes or challenges when horses try to get there? 
Most times the lead is often ceded without much fight, cozy 
tucks are (not strategically) provided, and the best drivers are 
often free to do what they want. You?d think with being 
close-up as a critical component to win, that there should be 
fights to gain those positions.

   Horses are already more capable than they?ve been of 
utilizing front-end positioning as a means to win. But it can 
be combatted by a return to a less passive style of racing.
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All These Breeders Can’t Be Wrong

HELP has arrived!
His oldest foals are yearlings in 2021.

All foals are Indiana sired and Indiana eligible and Breeders Crown eligible.

Name of Mare                 Sex  Breeder                         Owner’s Testimonial Comment

Dandelion Dust                C      Albert Schmucker           Very correct colt, he is going to have good size for a May foal
Moon Rocket                   C      Nate Lehman                 I really like him - no flaws; a very long barreled colt, a lot of trot 
Dream Act                        F      Albert Schmucker           She’s a super nice filly with a lot of leg, one to look at next fall
Changed It All                  C      Daryl D. Miller                 A real powerful made colt; the “HELPs” that I have seen are all looking the part!
Mystical Starlight             F      Albert Schmucker           Average size filly, she is super-fast, look for her video at the sale
High Heels Hanover        C      Jonas Graber                 I like the colt; several breeders recently saw “HELP” and loved him!
Ackbro Ms. Perfect          F      Albert Schmucker           Nice filly has a Chapter Seven head and looks the part
Goosebump Hanover      F      Daryl D. Miller                 A real nice filly, very sharp, she will catch your eye!
Anna Nicole                     C      Don Niccum                   Very pleased with my HELP colt, and I bred her back in 2020!
Ringside Lauryn              F      John Schmucker            We have a total of 8...long legged, correct and we’re very happy with every one!
Demons N Diamonds      C      Levi Stutzman                Very nice looking, good sized and racy looking colt
Ms. Smash                      C      John Schmucker            He has good leg, correct; we are very happy! 
Midnight Fantasy             F      Randy Wilt                      She’s just a really nice sized filly, has great bone and very correct
Scented Roses                F      John Schmucker            We are very happy with every one and breeding to “HELP” in ‘21!
La Boheme                      C      Joseph R. Miller             My two look fantastic, they are growing very well and lengthy 
Muscle Baby Doll             F      John Schmucker            Very long legged, correct and overall we are very happy with him
Rocher Kemp                  C      Aquilla P. Stoltzfus          Nice, big, correct colt; I am tickled so far, I bred 2 mares in 2021
Destiny’s Prayer              F      John Schmucker            She is correct and very pleased with her development!
Earl’s Miss Muffet            F      Karl Dean Miller              Perfect conformation, exceptionally athletic; I wish I had 10 more!
Watch The Rhythm          F      John Schmucker            Long legged, correct and overall a very good filly!
Reigning Black Swan      C      Kristin Wagler                 Very excited about his conformation, a lot of size, bred back in ‘20
An Affair To Remember   F      John Schmucker            Very happy, she is correct with long legs for a Chapter Seven line foal!
Moon In My Shine           C      Joseph R. Miller             Moon looks great, he is growing up very well, lengthy bodies
Rusty’s Twizzted T          F      Lloyd Witmer                  Very nice moving, good looking filly and she has a lot of size
Energy Bar                      F      Levi Stutzman                Very racy, very correct filly; I am very pleased with both of mine
Ima Yankee                     F      Marlin Graber                 She trots real nice in the field; we are breeding two to “HELP” in ’21
Blue Ridge Abigail           F      Ben Schmucker              Super nice bodied filly, I bred two mares to “HELP” in 2020 
Starglow Hall                   C      Lloyd Witmer                  Very fast-moving, like silk; breeding both and back again this year
Flowers N Dreams          C      Randy Wilt                      He is a big good looking individual, great legs, very nice disposition.
World Premiere               C      Tom Schmucker             A very nice individual with gait and stride; a very good-sized colt!
Mama’s Brokn Heart        C      Carter Duer                    An exceptional colt, one of my best individuals in the field this year.
Nonna On Wheels           F      Martin Hilty                     She is beautiful!!  Great conformation...very athletic.
Classical Flirt                   F      James & Hayley Moore    A must see, striking individual that is a 1/2 sister to two Hambo contenders!
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Fi l l ies lead Indiana?s top 
performers in 2020
May Baby voted Trotter of the Year and Somethingbeautiful 
voted Pacer of the Year in the Hoosier State for 2020.

by James Platz

   The month of February is traditionally when members of 
Indiana?s breeding and racing industry gather to celebrate 
the best of the previous season. This year, however, the 
decision was made to forego a formal banquet due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Still, there are many achievements from 
the 2020 campaign that deserve recognition. Leading the list 
of honorees are fill ies May Baby and Somethingbeautiful, 
named Trotter of the Year and Pacer of the Year, respectively, 
in the state of Indiana.

   May Baby, the pride of the James Yoder Stable, led all 
freshman and sophomore trotters in the Hoosier State last 
season with $271,125 in total earnings. Owned by Yoder?s 
wife, Cheyenne, the Guccio? Free Wheeling filly won seven of 
13 starts, including the $270,000 Indiana Sires Stakes Super 
Final. The Indiana-sired product qualified for the $500,000 
Breeders Crown final at Hoosier Park and also ventured 

outside the state, competing in the $600,000 Hambletonian 
Oaks. May Baby was bred by Oakwood Farms of Montgomery, 
IN.

   Somethingbeautiful was nearly flawless in her 2020 
Indiana campaign. Trained by Dylan Davis, the Always A 
Virgin? Summer N Sand freshman won eight of 11 starts for 
owners Howard Taylor, Edwin Gold, Abraham Basin and 
Richard Lombardo, banking $312,000 while taking a mark of 
1:51.4. The 2-year-old won each of six Indiana Sires Stakes 
legs and triumphed in the $270,000 Super Final. She raced 
second in the $220,000 Kentuckiana and qualified for the 
$600,000 Breeders Crown final before finishing eighth.

   Grand Swan was recognized as Aged Trotter of the Year 
after a six-figure campaign capped by an Indiana Sires 
Stakes Super Final win. The Swan For All? Queen Mum 
4-year-old notched three wins last year for the partnership 

Dean Gillette

M ay Baby (James Yoder) w as voted Indiana?s Trotter of  the Year for 2020.
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of Never 2 Late Stable, Grand Swan Racing, Bruce Soulsby 
and Alan Weisenberg, pushing her career bankroll to just 
over $700,000 and becoming the third-richest offspring of 
Swan For All. The mare was bred by Larry E. Miller Jr.

   Tookadiveoffdipper is the 2020 Aged Pacer of the Year. 
Collecting just shy of $150,000 in 27 starts last year, the 
Always A Virgin? Onceinabluemoon gelding registered eight 
wins for owners Jane Cross and Mark Cross during his 
6-year-old campaign, picking up a victory in the ISS Super 
Final for older male pacers.

   Jeff and Maria King?s Victory Hill Farm has been named 
Large Breeder of the Year on the strength of 92 starters that 
combined to earn just over $1.6 million last season. One of 
the farm?s top products is Little Rocket Man, who equaled 
Hoosier Park?s 1:47.2 all-age track record last season as a 
4-year-old. The award is the sixth consecutive for Victory Hill 
Farm. The LaGrange, IN breeding farm has received the 
distinction 10 times since 2007.

   Aaron Stutzman, who bred Somethingbeautiful, has been 
named Small Breeder of the Year for 2020. Stutzman and his 
Goshen-based Luckiana Farm were represented by four 
starters last year that earned $360,751 in purses, a majority 

due to the success of the talented freshman.

   Always A Virgin and Swan For All, stallions that both stand 
at Victory Hill, again topped all pacing and trotting sires in 
the state. It is the sixth time that Always A Virgin has led all 
pacing stallions. Last season, his progeny accumulated 
earnings of $5.5 million nationally. From 303 starters, he 
produced 213 winners that combined for 583 victories. His 
top Indiana Sires Stakes entries included the aforementioned 
Somethingbeautiful and fellow 2-year-old Family Recipe 
($113,955), as well as 3-year-olds Crook Boyzz ($147,935) 
and Genie Rockwell ($143,110).

   For Swan For All, the award is his fourth consecutive as 
leading trotting sire in Indiana. He was represented in 2020 
by 193 starters nationally, 122 of them winners tallying 303 
wins and earnings of $4.1 million. His top Indiana Sire Stakes 
performers included freshmen Swift Swanda ($237,137) and 
Brookview Bolt ($171,075) and sophomores Swan In Motion 
($214,745) and Rock Swan ($193,291).

   Trace Tetrick earned his ninth driving title at Harrah?s 
Hoosier Park, which also secured Pari-Mutuel Driver of the 
Year honors. Tetrick, now a winner of more than 5,800 career 
races, finished the 2020 campaign with 277 victories and 

Dean Gillette

Somethingbeauti ful  (LeWayne M i l ler) w as voted Pacer of  the Year in the Hoosier State for 2020.
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$3.1 million in earnings. Nationally, he scored 436 wins and 
$4.8 million in purses. This marks the seventh consecutive 
season he has earned Indiana?s top award for drivers.

   Tyler George earned his first training title at Hoosier Park 
last year, and he also garnered Pari-Mutuel Trainer of the 
Year recognition. He collected 73 wins at Hoosier Park to 
lead all conditioners. Overall, George sent out 125 winners in 
2020 while competing in Indiana and Ohio, and his stable 
earned just over $1 million in purses.

   Racing veteran Jack Myers broke the 11-season 
stranglehold fellow horseman Don Each held on the 
Governor?s Cup Series Trainer of the Year award, taking the 
title with 35 trips to the winner?s circle. His starters also 
logged 15 runner-up performances and finished third four 
times. The Myers-owned and trained J-S Jasper captured a 
$20,000 Governor?s Cup championship last September at the 
Indiana State Fairgrounds, one of the stable?s bigger wins of 
the campaign. The Stable also sent out divisional champions 
J-S Siesta Tan and J-S Ivan The Great.

   Alex Udell picked up his first Governor?s Cup Series Driver 
of the Year award for his efforts during an abbreviated 2020 
Indiana fair season. The Goshen, IN resident won 36 times, 
finished second on 23 occasions and recorded nine 
third-place efforts. A long-time employee of Myers? racing 
stable, Udell collected a majority of his wins driving for the 
trainer.

2020 Indiana Sires Stakes divisional 
champions
(based on points)

2-YEAR-OLD COLT PACE

WHAT?S YOUR BEEF

Owners: WJ DONOVAN, FL; JOE SBROCCO, OH; KIRK NICHOLS, 
OH; JAF RACING LLC, NY

Sire: JK Endofanera

Dam: Kats Treasure

Breeder: Jeff S. Jones &  Scott S. Lester, IL

Trainer: Brian Brown, OH

2-YEAR-OLD FILLY PACE

SOMETHINGBEAUTIFUL

Owners: H. TAYLOR, PA; EDWIN GOLD, PA; ABRAHAM BASEN, 
NV; RICHARD LOMBARDO, OH

Sire: Always A Virgin

Dam: Summer N Sand

Breeder: Aaron Dale Stutzman, IN

Trainer: Dylan Davis, DE

2-YEAR-OLD COLT TROT

BRECKENRIDGE

Owners: DAN SHETLER JR &  DOJEA STABLES, IN

Sire: Class Included

Dam: Dazzling Miss

Breeder: Sawgrass Farms LLC, IL &  Dan Shetler Jr., IN

Trainer: Dan Shetler Jr., IN

2-YEAR-OLD FILLY TROT

SWIFT SWANDA

Owners: ANTHONY LOMBARDI, IL &  THE KALES COMPANY 
LLC, MI

Sire: Swan For All

Dam: Cheetah Hall

Breeder: Lavon L. Miller, IN

Trainer: Erv Miller, PA

3-YEAR-OLD COLT PACE

ODDS ON OSIRIS

Owner: ODDS ON RACING, FL

Sire: Rockin Image

Dam: Antigua Hanover

Breeder: Merlie A. Schwartz, In

Trainer: Melanie Wrenn, IN

3-YEAR-OLD FILLY PACE

MYSTICAL CARRIE

Owner: MYSTICAL MARKER FARMS LLC, IN

Sire: Tellitlikeitis

Dam: Mystical Victress

Breeder: Mystical Marker Farms LLC, IN

Trainer: Erv Miller, PA

3-YEAR-OLD COLT TROT

SWAN IN MOTION

Owners: M &  M RACING, IN; NORBERT JOSEPH MAZA, IL

Sire: Swan For All

Dam: Keystone Sadie

Breeder: Lyle Dean Slabach, IN

Trainer: Jamie Macomber, IN
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3-YEAR-OLD FILLY TROT

ROCKSWAN

Owners: S& R RACING STABLES, IN &  ANTHONY LOMBARDI, 
IL

Sire: Swan For All

Dam: Jolly Jessica

Breeder: Bobby A. Brower and Debra S. Garland, OH

Trainer: Erv Miller, PA

Indiana-sired Governor?s Cup divisional 
champions

2-YEAR-OLD COLT PACE

THIS KIT ROCKS

Owners: Joe Putnam, Trent Stohler

Sire: Rockin Image

Dam: Western Kit

Breeder: Joe Putnam, Trent Stohler, William Reepmeyer

Trainer: Joe Putnam

2-YEAR-OLD FILLY PACE

SLEAZY ROLLS

Owners: Eleven Star Stables

Sire: Time To Roll

Dam: Sleazy Does It

Breeder: Noah M. Wickey

Trainer: Justin White/Joe Putnam

2-YEAR-OLD COLT TROT

JESSIES OUTLAWED

Owners: Julie Rideout, Glider Stables

Sire: Jailhouse Jesse

Dam: Oakiedokie Hanover

Breeder: Harvey E. Fry, Alvin R. Fry

Trainer: Doug Rideout

2-YEAR-OLD FILLY TROT

J-S SIESTA TAN

Owners: Jack Myers Racing Stable LLC

Sire: Guccio

Dam: Swandover

Breeder: Luckiana Farm

Trainer: Jack Myers

3-YEAR-OLD COLT PACE

FAST FREDDY JO JO

Owners: King Racing Stable

Sire: Time To Roll

Dam: O Lucky Me

Breeder: Richard F. Fry

Trainer: Larry King

3-YEAR-OLD FILLY PACE

BABY LETS ROLL

Owners: Tom Weigel

Sire: Time To Roll

Dam: Babylon Sister

Breeder: Suttons Bay Racing

Trainer: Joe Putnam

3-YEAR-OLD COLT TROT

J-S IVAN THE GREAT

Owners: Jack Myers Racing Stable LLC

Sire: Swan For All

Dam: Leah's Ex

Breeder: Dave L. Mast

Trainer: Jack Myers

3-YEAR-OLD FILLY TROT

JUST FOR US

Owners: Bonnie Mattingly

Sire: Guccio

Dam: Ecstatic

Breeder: Marlin E. Eash

Trainer: Bonnie Mattingly
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Phone: 717-638-7100 
office@diamondcreekfarm.com 
www.DiamondCreekFarm.com

A CUT ABOVE...
in the sales ring

OUR 2020 HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:

Now accepting entries for 2021 Ohio Jug, Lexington, and Harrisburg Sales. 
Contact us for foal/yearling inspections, bloodstock appraisals, and private sale representation.

As we expand our sales 
division, Diamond Creek 
looks forward to earning 
your business.

#1 CONSIGNOR by Yearling Average (more than 10 horses) at Ohio Jug Select Sale

#1 CONSIGNOR by Yearling Average (more than 20 horses) at Lexington  

#1 CONSIGNOR by Mixed Sale Average at Lexington 

#1 CONSIGNOR by Yearling Average at Timonium 

#1 CONSIGNOR by Mixed Sale Average at Timonium 
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The M aine attraction
First Tracks Investments puts non-racino plans in motion to 

replace the loss of Scarborough Downs in Maine with a 

pari-mutuel meet at at Cumberland Fairgrounds.

by Melissa Keith

   When Scarborough Downs held its final live races last 

November, there was pessimism about where racing 

was headed in Maine. When the Maine Harness Racing 

Commission (MHRC) licensed First Tracks Investments, 

LLC to operate the state?s second commercial track, the 

Feb. 8 approval seemed to secure the sport?s future, 

albeit not in one location. Young entrepreneur Michael 

Cianchette is leading the company?s efforts to create 

what he termed ?a nice, orderly transition for harness 

racing in Maine, hopefully to get to the point to set up 

for the next 200 years of what it?s going to look like.?

   Henry Jennings is executive director of the MHRC. He 

told HRU about the emerging landscape in the local 

industry.

   ?We have eight pari-mutuel fairs in Maine, and none 

of them ran last year,? he said, noting that all 2020 fairs 

were cancelled due to COVID-19 and the Oxford Fair 

had already discontinued racing years before the 

pandemic due to rising costs. ?Essentially, there are two 

entities that will operate out of Cumberland 

[Fairgrounds] next year: The Cumberland Farmers? Club, 

which owns the property and holds the fair, are going to 

run their regular meet, COVID willing, in their regular 

time frame, which is towards the end of September.?

   The second ?entity? is the inaugural meet approved for 

First Tracks Investments. It is a 56-day pari-mutuel meet 

slated to run from Saturday, May 8, 2021 through 

Saturday, July 31, 2021, then take a break to allow the 

fair season to take place as usual, with a few dates 

mixed in at Bangor. First Tracks will resume racing 

Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2021 at Cumberland Fairgrounds, 

with its last race date of the year set for Dec. 31.

   ?For the first time since I?ve been involved, the two 

commercial tracks will not race at all during the fair 

season,? said a pleased Jennings, correcting himself to 

mention a few fair-season dates at Bangor that will not 

conflict with fair dates. ?They basically moved all of their 

racing to fit around the fair season. It?s huge, really. 

There?s really not enough horses to have a commercial 

track going at the same time as a fair track.?

   Scarborough Downs is completely out of the picture, 

except as a temporary OTB location doing double-duty 

as a COVID-19 vaccination site since early February. Wex 

Inc., a financial services company, has built a 

200-square foot office building on the track property; 

further redevelopment will follow. ?That track is not 

going to be available for racing,? confirmed the racing 

commission representative.

   Cianchette comes from a family well known in Maine 

racing circles. His grandfather, Kenneth Cianchette, 

worked with brothers Ival ?Bud? Cianchette, Chuck, and 

Carl to transform their father?s construction business 

into a hugely successful enterprise in the 1940s. The 

72-year-old company is now 100 per cent 

worker-owned, evolving from Cianchette Brothers, Inc. 

to Cianbro Construction, keeping the founders? 

influence in its name.

   Ival "Bud" Cianchette turned to standardbred horses 

for relaxation in 1962. He converted a family cattle farm 

Stephanie Gray Photography

The Cumberland Fai r w i l l  play host to a pari -mutuel  meet in 2021.
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in Pittsfield, ME to Chinbro Farm, a standardbred 

nursery with its own half-mile training track. ?Right 

around the late 1960s, I was interested in encouraging 

Maine breeding. Before that, Maine had pretty much 

become a dumping ground for old horses. There was 

no impetus for people to want to breed and raise 

horses in Maine,? he told one interviewer. Maine?s 

standardbred breeding program developed through his 

work, and his own racing stock helped build its 

numbers and reputation: Chinbro Knoxvel (p, 4, 1:59.0h; 

$60,611) became the fastest-ever 2-year-old Maine-bred 

(p, 2, 2:00.1h at Scarborough Downs) in 1988; S K 

Hurricane (p, 4, 1:53.0Q; $176,567) became the 

fastest-ever Maine-bred performer in 1995. Later on, 

the dedicated horseman served as track president at 

historic Bass Park (Bangor Raceway) and invested to 

keep it operational when the track was threatened with 

closure. He passed away in 2009.

   ?Can you imagine what would happen if we had Maine 

horses broadcast all over the world?? asked Michael 

Cianchette, addressing industry participants at a 

January 2021 meeting. It?s a contemporary question 

that echoes Ival Cianchette?s efforts to elevate the 

Maine industry.

   Jennings said that COVID-19 slowed the process a 

litt le, but First Tracks  is moving ahead. ?Michael has 

been clear about what his intent is, although his ability 

to follow through on that intent has clearly been 

hampered by the pandemic,? Jennings said. ?His intent 

is to build a new track, but not at that location 

[Cumberland]. In fact, he and his dad [Eric] are real 

estate developers, and they actually had the option to 

buy Scarborough Downs before, but that option expired 

and another group got in and snapped up the option 

underneath them.?

   What makes the development one to watch isn?t just 

that it?s bringing new life to Maine?s standardbred 

industry. It?s the actual business model, which is not 

Stephanie Gray Photography

Racing action at the Cumberland Fai r.
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slots-dependent.

   ?He?s not counting on building a casino, because you 

need legislative approval for that,? explained the MHRC 

executive director. ?His plan is to develop a site that 

would include a track, but to be much more diversified 

in what the larger facility would be all about. So, even 

within the structure of the track, I think they have the 

idea they might hold concerts; they might hold other 

types of racing, snowmobile or whatever it is. 

Long-term, maybe a conference centre, maybe some 

other pieces related to entertainment or conferences 

and things like that. So his plan is to develop a complex 

of sorts that includes a track. The track would be the 

first piece.?

   Michael has publicly stated that he is looking to 

purchase property in York County, and will be able to 

?speak more candidly? about the track location once 

that happens. ?The goal would be to secure the land in 

the next couple of months,? he said in late January.

   But no new racetrack was built in a day, or even a 

pandemic year. That?s where Cumberland Fairgrounds 

enters the conversation, said Jennings.

   ?[First Tracks] is basically leasing Cumberland 

Fairground while the fair is not running, as an interim 

placeholder to keep the dates and keep the industry 

critical mass,? Jennings said. ?If you lose those dates, 

then you start to get to a tipping point where things 

could go south, quickly.?

   Maine already faces a battle to retain horses and 

horsepeople because of a competitive neighbor.

   ?A lot of people go to Plainridge, but it?s a gruelling day 

to drive to Plainridge and back with a horse trailer,? 

Jennings said. ?To be a viable industry, we really need a 

southern Maine track.?

   Michael isn?t planning for First Tracks to make a 

permanent home at Cumberland, but the venue works 

well until another home is found for the new track.

   Maine Harness Horsemens? Association (MHHA) 

president Mike Cushing said that with 150 horses 

stabled there, most of which raced at Scarborough 

Downs and Plainridge last season, the Fairgrounds is a 

good place to bridge the gap between Scarborough and 

a new facility.

   ?It will be two years [racing at Cumberland], actually, 

because the company is newly-licensed pari-mutuel,? he 

said. ?They?ve actually been interested in this for several 

years, but they were only interested in southern Maine 

and didn?t want to intrude on Scarborough. That 

Stephanie Gray Photography
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property had been sold four, five years now, but we 

managed to get a couple more years out of it, until it 

needed to be developed.?

   Cushing said that while some horsepeople were 

reluctant to accept losing Scarborough Downs as a 

pari-mutuel venue, he?s seen most change their views 

after Michael?s most recent presentation, conducted via 

Zoom.

   ?It is very exciting, and the family that is the primary, 

First Tracks, the Cianchettes, is a family that is pretty 

rich into Maine harness racing,? Cushing said. ?I think it 

was Mike?s idea to give this a go, and his father was all 

on board because they grew up being part of the 

business. They?ve been very respectful to all of us 

involved. They actually have a vision of doing things 

their own way a litt le bit. We?re enthusiastic, because 

with all the tracks that have closed since I started at 

this, the only ones that are ever opened new are 

because a casino brought them on.?

   First Tracks expressed intentions to operate ?no 

casino, no gaming? pari-mutuel harness racing at 

Cumberland and then at a new location in southern 

Maine, said the MHHA president.

   ?Their plan is to make it a tourist destination, or sort 

of a multi-faceted business, where they want a hotel 

and a convention centre and they have some other 

possibilit ies that they would like to do with it. Harness 

racing is just the main component, sort of a unique part 

to the development.?

   The future track will likely be ? -mile and located not 

far from Scarborough Downs, in a popular coastal 

tourism area.

   Jennings said that while it won?t be a racino, there will 

be more than live racing to bet on at the proposed First 

Tracks facility.

   ?The simulcast part of it is an important piece for him. 

I think his vision is to have a very upscale venue that 

would attract people to the simulcast place,? Jennings 

said.Then there?s another possibility for on-site 

wagering: ?In front of the legislature is the question 

about sports wagering that has never made it all the 

way through the legislature, but has come close.?

   Jennings added that racing would remain at the 

forefront of the business, regardless of the legal terrain 

for sports betting in the state.

   ?I think the general view is that sports wagering isn?t 

necessarily a lucrative operation on the wagering side 

itself, but it is a big draw as far as bringing people to the 

facility. The vision is an upscale multi-faceted sports bar 

that?s on a track: When there?s racing there, all the 

better. When there?s not racing there, you?ve got 

simulcasting and you?ve got potentially sports betting,? 

Jennings said.

   The dream is for a reimagined standardbred racing 

attraction, unencumbered by slots and other 

distractions that commonly do litt le to build handle. ?If 

you have a facility that in itself is enough to attract 

patrons, there?s a vision that you can have a successful 

business that will not necessarily require being 

subsidized to the level that harness racing is subsidized 

by casinos, by and large across the country,? said 

Jennings. ?Casinos moved in and essentially took away 

the wagering dollars that were [previously] relegated to 

horse racing. That?s certainly the case in Maine.?

   While slots have saved the racing game in many 

jurisdictions, decoupling currently looms large 

everywhere.

Stephanie Gray Photography
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   ?There?s political pressure all the time on that 

[model],? the MHRC executive director told HRU. ?The 

revenue is taxed against the slot machines in Maine. I 

don?t know how they do it in other states, but slot 

machines are apparently the biggest part of the take, as 

far as the casinos go. There?s constant political pressure 

to divert that revenue stream to some other favorite 

cause. So I think that our strategy is to try to be 

prepared. The legislature periodically scolds the 

[harness racing] industry about not becoming more 

self-sufficient, so I think [the First Tracks project is] all in 

that vein of trying to be more proactive and looking for 

new markets.?

   The Cianchettes have not acted alone, reaching out to 

the operators of Sacramento, CA?s Cal-Expo to find out 

how to develop a market for the new east coast track?s 

simulcast product. Management company Golden Bear 

Racing LLC, led by principal Christopher Schick, ?runs an 

operation out there that has no casino money,? said 

Jennings. ?They do that by very skillfully positioning 

their video feed into slots where there?s a dearth of 

horse racing. So what they?re trying to do is fill in all the 

slots where there?s nothing to bet on.? The Maine 

version has been dubbed ?Black Bear Racing LLC?, a nod 

to a populous and popular animal in the state.

   Cushing said that for First Tracks Investments/Black Bear 

Racing, reaching out to horseplayers (and prospective 

horseplayers) will mean ?a focus on getting back to night 

racing and things of that nature? so that on-site entertainment 

and simulcasting both find success.

   Back when Lewiston Raceway was Maine?s premier 

racetrack, Cumberland was used to bridge the gap 

between the race dates scheduled for Lewiston and 

Scarborough. For the MHHA president, temporarily 

allocating Scarborough?s former pari-mutuel dates to 

the Fairgrounds makes sense. In his view, Cumberland 

is more than ready: ?It?s an older grandstand than 

Scarborough; it 's probably half of the size of 

Scarborough. It is enclosed. The paddock is three 

buildings that house four races each. It 's a really 

outstanding facility. It 's way more than what you need 

for a fair meet.?

   First Tracks Investments brings a welcome 

development on the east coast racing scene. ?I race half 

[my horses] at Plainridge so I can afford to stay in 

Maine,? said Cushing. ?It?s tough. We?re in it more for the 

passion and the love of the game and a love of horses 

than we are financial riches, that 's for sure. Not all are 

buying it, but it 's not that the world is ending because 

Scarborough closed. In my opinion, we are in a better 

place today than we were five years ago. That 's kind of 

a rarity in this sport in North America. I believe we?ve 

been afforded an opportunity here, for a new 

beginning, and I?m quite motivated.?

   Moving on with a familiar name leading the way could 

prove a winning equation. It?s a departure from the 

regular racino formula, one that bears watching ?  and 

wagering.
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Bob M cIntosh to be interv iew ed 
Wednesday for Tw os in Training

Hall of Fame trainer Bob McIntosh will be interviewed by 

Heather Vitale on Wednesday, March 3. Viewer questions 

welcome in advance.

by Dave Briggs

   The third in HRU?s 2021 Virtual Twos in Training videos 

will feature Hall of Fame trainer Bob McIntosh speaking to 

Heather Vitale on Wednesday, March 3. The interview will be 

pre-taped earlier that day and first broadcast beginning at 7 

p.m. (Eastern).

   The segment will be sponsored, with our thanks, by the 

Central Ontario Standardbred Association (COSA).

   McIntosh will field a few questions from viewers, but due 

to the fact this episode is being pre-taped, they must be 

emailed to HRU prior to 10 a.m. on March 3. To submit a 

question, email them to: editor@harnessracingupdate.com. 

Please make the subject line: Questions for Bob McIntosh 

and please include your full name with the question.

   Last Wednesday (Feb. 24), Jaimi MacDonald interviewed 

trainer Jack Darling in a segment sponsored by Jimmy 

Freight, the Ontario Sires Stakes and COSA.

   The entire video, as well as our inaugural 2021 Twos in 

Training interview with George Teague, is available for 

viewing on HRU?s YouTube page here and Facebook here.

To make sure you don?t miss a video, subscribe 

to HRU?s YouTube page?  for free ?  today.

Upcoming schedule:

All videos will initially be broadcast beginning at 7 p.m. 

(Eastern) on the date scheduled

Wed., March 3 ?  Bob McIntosh with Heather Vitale

Mon., March 8 ?  Julie Miller with Heather Vitale

Wed., March 10 ?  Nifty Norman with Heather Vitale

Mon., March 15 ?  Virgil Morgan, Jr. with Jaimi MacDonald

Wed., March 17 ?  Tony Alagna with Heather Vitale

Mon., March 22 ?  Dr. Ian Moore with Jaimi MacDonald

Wed., March 24 ?  Chris Ryder with Heather Vitale

Mon., March 29 ?  Carmen Auciello with Jaimi MacDonald

Guests for future segments can also be viewed here.

Dave Landry

Hal l  of  Famer Bob M cIntosh (show n af ter w inning the 2012 North 
A merica Cup w i th Think ing Out Loud) is in the Tw os in Training 
spotl ight on Wednesday.
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Shel ley Henry ?                       
ow ner /  caretak er
by Victoria Howard

   This edition?s superstar is a long-time dedicated, 
hard-working horsewoman who comes from Arthur, ON.

   Born in Guelph, ON, a young girl named Shelley Koch 
would accompany her father, James, a lineman for Ontario 
Hydro, to the barn to see his several standardbreds that were 
trained by Mike Schaefer and Jack Powell.

   ?I think I was around 9 or 10 years old when I?d go with 
dad to the barn on weekends and attend the races at night 
when our horses raced in Ontario,? Henry said.

   ?Although my family was not involved in the business other 
than dad owning some horses, my husband Wayne?s family 
are the ones that really got me involved.?

   Shelley is talking about the Henry family ?  one of the 
most respected names in harness racing.

   Ross Henry ?  the patriarch ?  was raised on the family 
farm in Arthur and began his involvement in harness racing 
in 1965. He was a well-known trainer of what is now 
Ontario?s Signature circuit, having amassed 533 wins and 
over $7 million in purses.

   Ross and his wife, Joyce, raised six children: five sons and a 
daughter. Two of the sons, Trevor and Wayne, followed their 
father?s footsteps, both becoming successful horsemen of 
their own.

   Sadly, on Dec. 19, 2020, Ross Henry passed away at the age 
of 91, but his legacy continues.

Courtesy Shelley Henry

Wayne and Shel ley Henry.
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   ?I was straight out of high school when I started working 
on my husband?s family farm, and I?m still there,? Shelley said, 
laughing.

   ?Wayne and I met at a race track, of course ?  where else?

   It was Elmira Racetrack where he used to catch drive, plus 
drive his own. Today, he mainly drives our own horses.

   ?As a trainer, Wayne has amassed over $7.6 million, and as a 
driver over $10 million. Not bad, eh?

   ?He works so hard and always has. We keep enough horses 
to keep us both busy and as we get older we tire easier. We 
really enjoy training the babies for it?s so gratifying to see 
the young horses that we have broke and trained get to the 
races.

   ?We?ve been working together for 35 years which is quite a 
feat in itself.

   ?Sure, we have our differences in opinions here and there, 
but who doesn?t?

   ?We race mainly in Ontario ?  mostly in the Ontario Sires 
Stakes and overnight races, but of lately we?ve raced a little 
at Pompano Park in the winter.

   ?At the time we have four horses training in Okeechobee, 
Florida, and one training in Ontario. We also own three 
broodmares and a yearling.

   ?We?ve been coming to Okeechobee, Florida, in the winter 
for the last 25 plus years. It is so much nicer training the 
younger horses in Florida than the frigid Canadian winters 
back home. This year, Wayne is helping Gregg McNair in the 
mornings and I help Ed and Keelan Green, and then Wayne 
and I do our own horses.

   ?Over the years we have had some nice horses, such as 
Independent Lassie, Independent Woman, Tymal Timeout, 
Lookit, Could It Be Magic, TJ?s Mr Lave, Major Herbie and the 
list goes on.

   ?My favorite horse would probably be Could It Be Magic for 
she had a heart like no other.

   ?We have won some really nice races, but one that stands 
out for Wayne and myself was winning the Dream of Glory ?  
a race that?s held in Hanover, Ontario ?  which is a small 
home track where a few of Ontario?s leading drivers made 
their debuts.

   ?The enthusiasm that night was awesome! The fans in the 
grandstand were cheering and clapping when our horse 
Warrawee Promesse returned to the winner?s circle.

   It was a very special night, for sure.?

   How different is racing in Canada?

   ?I think that outside of the locations and weather 
conditions, harness racing is the same. The horsemen are 
wonderful, dedicated people that live and breathe the 
business. In general, most of the horsemen love their horses 
and treat them as if they were their family,? Shelley said.

   ?I think Canadian fans and American fans are equally 
enthusiastic. I?ve been at this for over 40 years and I must 
say I?ve met so many great people in the business and have 
had so many nice horses.

   ?It doesn?t matter to me if the horse is a champion or a 
cheap claimer ?  I treat all the horses the same. This is a 
tough business and we are still at it, so I?m thankful for that.?

   The Henrys have a daughter, Nicole, who helps her parents 
with the horses when she?s not working at a small animal 
clinic.

Perhaps she is a future veterinarian in the making.

Courtesy Shelley Henry

The Henry fami ly have long been f ix tures on the Ontario Si res 
Stak es ci rcui t.
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Your cheating heart ? Part 1
by Trey Nosrac

   Sunlight warmed my neck as I sat at a picnic table eating a 
blueberry pancake breakfast on the Brewed Awakening Diner 
patio.

   My pal, David, was seated across the table reading a story 
in The New York Times on his iPad.He lifted his mirrored 
sunglasses, heaved a heavy sigh, and said, "The Russians did 
not invent doping, but they sure made it a national sport. 
They received a four-year ban from the Olympics and on 
hosting any international events. Today, the story today is 
about a high jumper. The athlete went into hiding to avoid 
testing. The Russian government forged his documents and 
invented a fictitious hospital with fictitious records to give 
him cover."

   I said, "State-sponsored doping is lame. Russians probably 
start doping 12-year-old kids to win a luge race in Minsk. I 
like the good old USA, rugged-individualism."

   He said, "The facts in this report are disturbing. Russian 
cheating is rampant, blatant, and state-sponsored. Every 
breakthrough in testing that tries to keep pace appears to be 
a losing game. It's a shame."

   He put down his iPad. "I also read about the big horse 
racing bust by the Feds before the virus lockdowns. Does 
cheating in harness racing upset you? Is it a deterrent for 
you? Are you glad they caught the trainers?"

   I paused to collect my thoughts. It was a quick collection, 
"My slant on cheating is that you need to factor it into the 
equation. I want to believe most people in racing are honest."

   "That might be a minority opinion."

   "Do some cheat? Of course, a segment of people will 
always cut corners if they think they can get away with it."

   He asked, "How much goes on in horse racing?"

   I sighed and admitted, "I may be a know-it-all, but I don't 
know how much cheating goes down. Juicing horses is a dark 

hole for schmucks like me. What I DO know is that when you 
wave money around, a segment of those racing for the 
money will wave back wearing dark sunglasses and holding 
needles. No doubt doping and the perception of cheating 
hurts racing. It eats away at any sport."

   "Other sports don't seem to have as much stain."

   "Horse racing is an easy target. Horses can't talk. Losers 
look skeptically at winners in plenty of races, especially when 
they race amazingly above form. Other sports are grayer."

   He titled his head in confusion.

   I asked him, "You follow baseball?"

   "Yes."

   "In the last full baseball season, the Cleveland Indians 
battled two teams for a slot in the playoffs ?  the Minnesota 
Twins and the Oakland Athletics. The difference at the end of 
a long season was razor-thin. The Indians came up a couple 
of wins short of the playoffs. It was the first time they missed 
the post-season in a long time."

   "So?"

   "In June of 2019, Oakland A's pitcher Frankie Montas got 
suspended 80 games for performance-enhancing drug use 
when he tested positive for Ostarine by Major League 
Baseball. Montas was 9-2 with a 2.70 ERA and 97 strikeouts 
when his ?remarkable? season ended.

   "In September, Minnesota Twins pitcher, Michael Pineda, 
received a 60-game suspension after he tested positive for 
Hydrochlorothiazide, a diuretic outlawed under Major League 
Baseball's Drug and Prevention Program. At the time of his 
suspension, Pineda was 11-5."

   "What's your point? Major league baseball does a good job 
in drugs, and they dole out stiff, meaningful sentences?"

   "That's half of my point. If we erase the tainted wins by the 
drug violators in the 2019 baseball season, the Cleveland 
Indians, with zero violations, would have finished ahead of 
both the Twins and the A's. Over a 180-game baseball 
season, this drug cheating becomes blurred, but the 
annoying fact is that cheaters cheated. Innocent teams 
suffered and did not receive extra wins to even the 
standings. The cheating took place over a long season, and 
you didn't hear any squawking."

   "Still missing your point about cheating as it relates to 
your personal decision to stay or leave the game of harness 
horse racing."

   "I enjoy the game of baseball. The sport has had some 
rough years in the steroid era, but at this point, they appear 
to do a solid job policing and penalizing drug offenders 
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using random testing. The union accepts the harsh penalties. 
Their peers shun cheating players who get busted. Bad 
apples take their serious medicine and do not lawyer up."

   "So, despite your home team getting dinged that season, 
you stick with baseball?"

   "As the 2020 baseball season approached, I had three 
choices ?  stop following, continue following, or continue 
following while accepting that a minimal amount of 
cheating occurs. Meanwhile, I hope sheriffs with great big 
badges are empowered and work hard to root out evil. It's 
the same for me in harness racing, go, stay, or stay with a 
heavy heart and my eyes open until I reach the tipping 
point."

   "So you play on, knowing that you might be playing a 
rigged game."

   "Games are always rigged to some degree in every sport. 
Some owners go to post against other owners who agree to 
the full spa treatment, prerace, postrace, massages, 
acupuncture, every nick, and ouch tended to on top of their 
high training bill. Maybe that is fair, maybe not, but it is what 
it is, and my choice is to play."

   He said, "That's not quite the same as EPO or something 
else injected into a living body."

   "True, very true. And a horse doesn't have any say in taking 
medicine. I guess you could say I try to compensate."

   "Compensate?" he asked.

   "By playing at harness racing at tracks where in my mind, 
the field is level or at least leveler, knowing that I will never 
completely know for sure. I do all kinds of weird mental 
calisthenics that make me feel better about the dark cloud 
that never seems to go away."

   "But you race on, you still gamble on horses, just like you 
still follow baseball?"

   I nodded, "For now. If the day arrives that the clouds are 
too dark, Trey will go away."

   He was quiet for a few moments, stood up and crammed a 
twenty-dollar bill under the napkin dispenser, and then said 
cryptically, "I have an idea. I?ll tell you about it next week."
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Jef fery P equals The M eadow s? 
1:51.3 al l -age trott ing mark
   Friday (Feb. 26) at The Meadows turned up dreary with 
temperatures in the low 40s, hardly the ideal climate for 
track records. But Jeffery P apparently forgot to watch The 
Weather Channel. The 6-year-old Full Count-Betty Jean 
gelding scorched the mile in 1:51.3, matching the all-age 
track record shared by Lifetime Pursuit and Tall Cotton, who 
each achieved it in 2014.

   Jeffery P was away second for Dave Palone before a quick 
quarter-pole burst gave him the lead. He widened at the 
three-quarters and accelerated from there, defeating the 
pocket-sitting Icanflylikeanangel by 3-3/4 lengths, with 
Lady?s Dude third. The winner clicked off fractions of :26.4/ 
:55.1/ 1:23.1/ 1:51.3.

   Ron Burke trains Jeffery P, who now boasts a lifetime 
bankroll of $215,098, for Burke Racing Stable, Weaver 
Bruscemi LLC and Phillip Collura.

   Palone collected three wins on the 13-race card, giving him 
nine over the past two programs.

   The Super Hi-5, with its jackpot pool fueled by a number of 
carryovers, was hit, returning $25,959.82. Live racing at The 
Meadows resumes Wednesday, first post 12:45 p.m.

? Evan Pattak for The Meadows Standardbred Owners Association

Last cal l  for Canadian Hal l  of  
Fame nominations
   The Canadian Horse Racing Hall of Fame (CHRHF) invites 
the public to participate in the nomination of people and 
horses who have made a significant contribution to Canadian 
standardbred or thoroughbred horse racing, for induction to 
the Canadian Horse Racing Hall of Fame in 2021. 
Nominations are due before 5 p.m. (Eastern) on Wednesday, 
March 3. The class of 2021 will consist of three standardbred 
inductees and three thoroughbred inductees. Nominations 
are requested in the following categories:

- PEOPLE: trainers, drivers, jockeys
- BUILDERS: includes, but not limited to breeders, 

owners, officials, and      others.
- COMMUNICATORS: includes, but not limited      to 

writers, broadcasters, photographers, announcers, 
bloggers

- VETERAN PERSON& VETERAN HORSE trainers, 
drivers,      jockeys or horses whose careers have 
been concluded for at least 21 years,      but less 
than 50 years.

- MALE HORSE: stallions or geldings      whose 
contribution to Canadian racing occurred in the past 
20 years.

- FEMALE HORSE: mares whose      contribution to 
Canadian racing occurred in the past 20 years.

   Details regarding recognition of the ten individuals 
previously announced as the Class of 2020, as well as the six 
individuals to be inducted as part of the Class of 2021 will 
be determined in the coming months.
Complete eligibility criteria for each of the categories may be 
found here.

   All nomination submissions to be made using the form 
provided on the CHRHF website available at this l ink.
Please direct questions regarding eligibility or the 
nomination process to:
admin@horseracinghalloffame.com or by calling 
416-417-9404

? Linda Rainey /  CHRHF

M  Li fe Rew ards Ladies & Gents 
Series k ick  of f  stak es action at 
Yonk ers
   For the first time in 2021, Yonkers Raceway will play host 
to stakes action next Tuesday (March 2) and Wednesday 
(March 3) as the M Life Rewards Ladies and M Life Rewards 
Gents Series begin. Both events are for 3-year-old and 
4-year-old pacers who were non-winners of four races 
and/or $50,000 through December 1, 2020.

Chris Gooden

Jef fery P (Dave Palone) equal led the al l -age trott ing track  record at 
The M eadow s on Friday (Feb. 26) w i th a 1:51.3 v ictory.
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   The fill ies kick things off on Tuesday night with three 
$15,000 divisions. Pettycoat Business, a 4-year-old daughter 
of Art Major who won her Empire Breeders Classic 
elimination last year and also raced in events like the 
Breeders Crown and Courageous Lady, has drawn post six in 
the opening eight-horse grouping (race one), with George 
Brennan listed to drive for trainer Scott Di Domenico. She 
meets up with the likes of Even Louder (post three, Jason 
Bartlett/Nick Devita), a 1:53 winner this year at Pompano 
Park.

   Dragon Roll (post five, Bartlett/Ricky Bucci) heads up the 
second split in race three. Dragon Roll, a 4-year-old Roll With 
Joe mare, was a regular on the New York Sire Stakes circuit 
as a rookie and a sophomore, and has missed the board just 
once in five starts in 2021, sporting a 1-1-2 record. Her win 
came at Yonkers in a non-winners of three event on February 
17.

   The M Life Rewards Ladies Series action for Tuesday 
concludes in race four. Trainer Ron Burke sends out 
Turnthefrownaround (post two, Brennan), who, like Dragon 
Roll, also has a win, a second, and two thirds thus far in her 
4-year-old campaign. Another Roll With Joe mare, 
Turnthefrownaround took a non-winners of four race in 
gate-to-wire fashion in Westchester on the 17th of February. 
Somebeachsomefra (post three, Scott Zeron/Deborah 
Daguet), a 4-year-old daughter of Somebeachsomewhere, has 
also been performing well with a couple wins from four 
efforts this year.

   Wednesday?s M Life Rewards Gents Series will see four 
divisions go in races one, three, four, and five.

   In the first split, just one horse has a victory so far this year, 
that being 4-year-old Somebeachsomewhere gelding Surfer 
Beach (post six, Austin Siegelman/Jaymes McAssey), who 
prevailed in 1:52 4/5 at Dover on January 21, but Scootnroll 
(post four, Tyler Buter/Todd Buter) went 10-for-17 in the win 
column in 2020, and the 4-year-old gelding by Roll With Joe 
will be looking to get back to his victorious ways.

   Got The Mojo (post four, Matt Kakaley/Eric Ell), a 4-year-old 
Sportswriter gelding, posted two victories in three attempts 
at Dover Downs this year, and in the second section he hooks 
up with a couple of local winners from 2021 in 4-year-old 
Rockin Image gelding Odds On Brexit (post one, Tyler 
Buter/Chris Freck) and Retour Au Jeu (post two, Jordan 
Stratton/Dennis Laterza), a 4-year-old gelding by He?s 
Watching.

   The third division will see a matchup between a couple of 
sharp horses in Cigar Smoking Tony (post four, Bartlett/Jose 
Godinez), a 4-year-old son of Art Major, and Lou?s 
Sweetrevenge (post six, Brennan/Burke), a 4-year-old gelded 
son of Sweet Lou. Cigar Smoking Tony has two wins and a 
second from three starts in 2021, and Lou?s Sweetrevenge 
sports a record of 2-0-2 from four trips behind the gate.

   The final flight is led by 4-year-old Roll With Joe gelding 
My Pal Joe (post five). Trained and driven by Alek Chartrand, 
My Pal Joe has three victories, a second, and a third from five 
starts in 2021. He took a mark of 1:49 4/5 at the 
Meadowlands on January 2. Dragon Said (post one, Joe 
Bongiorno/Jenn Bongiorno) and Sweet Truth (post seven, 
Zeron/Thomas Corelli) have also won races this year.

   The M Life Rewards Ladies and M Life Rewards Gents 
Series both have a total of three preliminary legs. The Ladies 
final is slated for Tuesday, March 23, with the Gents final the 
following night.

   Both next Tuesday?s and Wednesday?s 10-race cards at 
Yonkers get underway at 7:15 p.m.

   Meanwhile, the Pick 6 on Friday night (Feb. 26) started out 
with 42-1 shot Rock On Precious pulling an upset. That took 
out many tickets, and after 8-1 Lindsey?s Pride knocked off 
2-5 favorite Stormy Kromer in the $30,000 open handicap 
trot in the penultimate leg, no one remained alive going into 
the final race in the sequence.

   As a result of Friday?s Pick 6 wager not being hit, there will 
be a $6,790.37 carryover on Monday night?s (March 1) card, 
and the pool will have a guarantee of $15,000. The 
guaranteed pool in the Pick 6 is offered as part of the United 
States Trotting Association?s Strategic Wagering Program, and 
free past performances will be available here.

   Yonkers Raceway?s Pick 6 has a takeout rate of 20 per cent, 
as do the nightly Pick 4 and Pick 5.

Monday night?s 10-race card begins at 7:15 p.m.

? Yonkers Raceway

The Racew ay changes post t ime
   Management at The Raceway at Western Fair District 
would like to notify horsepeople and customers of a post 
time change for all cards at the half-mile oval.

   Effective Tuesday, March 2, the Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Friday cards at The Raceway will begin at 
6:30 p.m.

   The change is due to unprecedented mild temperatures 
during this time of the year.

   The post time will be in effect until March 29 when post 
times will revert to 5:50 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
and 4:50 p.m. on Fridays.

   Management would also like to express a sincere 
appreciation to all associations for the quick approval and 
turnaround time regarding this change.

? Greg Gangle /  Raceway Manager
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Tioga Dow ns 2021 racing 
information
   Live harness racing will make its return to Upstate New 
York this spring with Tioga Downs preparing to kick off the 
2021 live racing season on Saturday, May 1. Racing will 
follow a Friday and Saturday evening, Sunday matinee 
schedule covering 59 dates until Sept. 25.

   With the casino operational and revenue projected to return to 
pre-COVID levels, the purses for the 2021 season will be close to 
the 2019 levels. It is our hope that live attendance and on-site 
wagering will be permitted during the racing.

   The Southern Tier Harness Horseman's Association 
(STHHA) plans to reinstate the stabling incentive program.

   Tioga Downs offers stabling at no cost to horsemen and 
the stall/ racing applications are currently available on the 
web. They should be completed in full, signed and returned 
by March 25.

   Questions may be directed to racing operations manager 
Brett Risi at (607) 699-7688 or STHHA president Guy Howard 
at (607) 765-7168.

? Nick Salvi

2021 Ohio Stak es Guide 
corrections
   There are several corrections to 2021 Ohio Stakes Guide.

   On page 3 in the Chronological Scheduled for the Ohio 
Sire Stakes, the correction location is Eldorado Scioto Downs.

   On page 44 on the Ohio Fair Colt Stakes Schedule Grid, the 
2-year-old filly pace and trot and the 3-year-old filly pace 
and trot at Oak Harbor will be raced on July 19.

   Also, the Knox County Fair at Mt. Vernon was omitted. The 
dates are July 24 for the 2-year-old colt pace, the 2-year-old 
filly pace, the 3-year-old colt trot, and the 3-year-old filly 
pace. On July 26, the 2-year-old colt trot, the 2-year-old filly 
trot, the 3-year-old colt pace, and the 3-year-old fill trot will 
be contested.

   A corrected version of the 2021 Ohio Staking Guide is 
available on-line at OHHA.com.

? Frank Fraas /  OHHA

Pocono?s higher-level  Game of  
Claims Series f inal  prel ims
   On Monday morning (March 1), horsepeople at The Downs 
at Mohegan Sun Pocono will be checking with the Downs? 
racing office to confirm that their horses ? most of them new 
barn members after Saturday?s (Feb. 27) third and final 

preliminary round of the Game Of Claims Pacing Series ? 
had enough points to make their rich finals on Saturday, 
March 6, and they likely will also be checking the availability 
of driver Anthony Napolitano, who had six wins Saturday, five 
in claiming preliminaries.

   The horses entered in the section of the Series for 
$25,000-base price horses saw Melanie?s Tedy become the 
prelim point leader by virtue of a 1:54.3 triumph over sloppy 
going, joining Glengarry Knight N and Horsing Around as 
two-time winners in this class. Glengarry Knight N was 
second-leading point earner ? and Horsing Around, despite 
his double victories, did not even rank in the top nine horses 
in the totals, as he skipped the first week, and now has to 
hope for defections to get in the $50,000 Championship.

   The possibility of defections is why everyone will focus on 
the draw for this Championship so much, in two ways: the 
series? rules say no owner or trainer can have more than two 
horses in any single Game Of Claims Championship, and 
seven out of the top point earners were claimed on Saturday. 
The unofficial early listing of the top nine is Melanie?s Tedy, 
Glengarry Knight N, Iammrbrightside N, Captain Nash, Apex 
Seelster, Union Station and American Rebel (tie), and A Real 
Miracle and Mississippi Rabbit (tie); Tullow N and Horsing 
Around are ?on the bubble.? (Check with the Pocono Race 
Office for the official final totals). Only three of Saturday?s 
seven winners are preliminarily on the Championship list; 
trainer Darren Taneyhill sent out three winners (all guided by 
ANap), but only Union Station has a decent chance to return.

   The ?landing strip? for the $30,000 Championship for 
$15,000-base price horses is a little bit less congested, as on 
Saturday Sunset Braydon and Royal Heart (the 2020 series 
winner for this price) posted their second victories in this 
class, joining Fernado as two-time winners, and that trio 
ranking 1-2-3 in points from first-named to last. Royal Heart 
will get to stay with trainer Travis Alexander for another 
week after being haltered out of the first two legs, but he is 
one of only two out of the top nine point winners in this 
class who was not claimed on Saturday.

   The unofficial early ranking for this group is Sunset Braydon, 
Royal Heart, Fernado, Busboy Hanover and Thisjetsabookin (tie), 
Cash Is King, Just Plain Loco, and Polak A and Shoreview (tie); Best 
Trick Ever and White Hair Rocks are the AEs.

   Obviously the claiming box was rocking and rolling again on 
Saturday, with 20 horses taken for $537,500 in advance of these 
finals, bringing the season totals to 117 claims for $2,220,375.

   And that?s after just five cards of the 2021 season. Those 
figures should be added to on Sunday, when the final 
preliminary for $10,000- and $7500-base price horses will be 
conducted during a 5 p.m. card, with program pages 
available at https:/ /www.phha.org/downsmsppps.html.

? PHHA /  Pocono
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The doctrine of  proportional i ty
   For many years I trained my own horses and never had a 
violation of any kind. Therefore, I never paid much attention 
to the penalty system for rules violations. In the last few 
years, I have placed my horses with a trainer. He recently had 
a violation for banamine over the acceptable limit.

   He administered the banamine to my horse 24 hours prior 
to racing. He was racing in an unfamiliar jurisdiction and 
they had recently changed the acceptable pre-race time from 
24 hours to 48 hours. The trainer should have known of that 
change and accepts complete responsibility for the violation. 
It was a mistake without intent and before the trainer 
became aware of his mistake three of his horses had 
violations.

   The order of penalty read that because the trainer was not 
made aware of the first violation prior to subsequent 
violations, these mitigating circumstances will cause him 
only to be penalized for the first violation. This was a $500 
fine and forfeiture of his trainer fee. That seems to be 
reasonable, and I am glad for the trainer that he had a 
reduced penalty. However, the mitigating circumstances did 
not apparently apply to the owners, as all were ordered to 
forfeit their winner's share of the purse. I spoke with the 
presiding judge and he really had no explanation for why the 
mitigating circumstances did not apply to the owners, other 

than that in all cases owners are ordered to forfeit their 
purse money. The judge also stated that he did not believe 
that the presence of banamine affected the outcome of the 
race. I understand and agree with the imposition of penalties 
on owners to discourage them from placing horses with 
unethical and cheating trainers. In this case, the trainer was 
neither unethical nor intended to cheat, he made a mistake.

   In most sports and in a court of law, a doctrine of 
proportionality generally applies when imposing penalties 
for violations. The penalty shall be proportional to the 
severity of the violation. In football, off- sides results in a 
5-yard penalty, holding results in a 10-yard penalty, and a 
personal foul results in a 15- yard penalty. Additionally, if it is 
a flagrant foul it could result in ejection from the game. This 
is an example of the doctrine of proportionality where 
penalties are proportional to the violation.

   In some racing jurisdictions, but not all, the penalty for the trainer 
is somewhat minor for a banamine violation but could certainly be 
much more severe for some of the other zero-tolerance drug 
violations. That of course is how it should be and is in accordance 
with the doctrine of proportionality. However, the penalty for 
owners seems to be in all cases at the same high level, regardless 
of the severity of the violation. The penalty is the forfeiture of the 
purse. That certainly is not proportional.

   This isn?t just about me and my bad luck. I have repaid my purse 
money and it is a done deal, unlikely to ever affect me again. 
Beyond me personally is the sport that I have been passionate 
about for nearly all my 83 years. We continue to be a challenged 
industry and it has always been an objective to expand the owner 
base. Do other owners and prospective new owners perceive this as 
fair and equitable treatment? Shouldn t̀ we apply the doctrine of 
proportionality in assessing penalties on owners.

? Joe Mullins /  Solana Beach, CA
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M EA DOWLA NDS report

Friday's Results:

10, M, $22,500, Pace, Fillies &  Mares Winners Over $11,500 in Last 5 Starts (N/W $12,500 L5 or 7 Extended PM Races Lifetime Drawn Inside), 27.1, 55.4, 1:24.3, 1:51.2, FT

     1-Betalady (m, 4, Bettor's Delight--Lady Jake, by Camluck) $11,250, $85,000 2018 LONDON, Lifetime Record: 33-8-1-6, $191,786
     O-M And L Of Delaware LLC.      B-M And L Of Delaware LLC &  Century Spring Farms, CA.      T-Bruce Saunders.      D-Corey Callahan.

     2-Wingding Hanover (m, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Wiggle It Hanover, by Dragon Again) $5,625, $80,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 32-5-6-5, $93,330
     O-Pollack Racing LLC &  Jeffrey W Cullipher.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Jeff Cullipher.      D-Yannick Gingras.

     3-She's Nun Bettor N (m, 5, Bettor's Delight--Christian Doll, by Christian Cullen) $2,700, Lifetime Record: 23-6-6-4, $64,699
     O-Curtin Anz Stables.      B-Woodlands Stud LTD, NZ.      T-Kelvin Harrison.      D-Andrew McCarthy.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 6H, 4, 2T, 2Q, NS - Finish Order: Darkrshadeofpale N, Tango Dancer N, Bye Bye Felicia, Rockin The Boys A

M IA M I VA LLEY RA CEWA Y report

Friday's Results:

10, MVR, $22,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES OPEN HCP PP̀ S 1-5 DRAWN; 6-7 DRAWN; 8-9 DRAWN, 26.4, 55.0, 1:22.4, 1:52.2, FT

     1-Talkaboutaqueen (m, 6, Oaks Enforcer--Trouble Talk, by Badlands Hanover) $11,000, $2,500 2016 BHS, Lifetime Record: 84-17-20-12, $177,803
     O-Rodney J Allums Jr.      B-Dannie Ray Hostetler.      T-Jayme Laing.      D-Brett Miller.

     2-Bettor's Up (m, 7, Bettor's Delight--Fresh Idea, by Western Hanover) $5,500, $15,000 2015 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 103-25-19-17, $987,252
     O-Platinum Stables.      B-Brittany Farms LLC.      T-Lewayne Miller.      D-Lewayne Miller.

     3-The Bethinator (m, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Pleasure Beach, by Falcons Future) $2,640, Lifetime Record: 33-14-5-2, $151,599
     O-Megan Rogers Racing Stables Inc.      B-Megan Rogers Racing Stables Inc.      T-Nelson Willis.      D-Tyler Smith.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 1, 2T, 2, 4, H - Finish Order: Play For Pay, Spee Dee Shark, Gone Girl, Big Bad Jane, It's Time For Fun, Checks On The Way

12, MVR, $16,200, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES N/W $10,000 IN LAST 4 STARTS AE: N/W 10 PM RACES AE: CLAIMING $30,000 W/ALLOWANCES (N/W $8000 LAST 4 
DREW 1-3 &  10), 26.4, 56.1, 1:23.3, 1:52.4, FT

     1-Shards Halo N (m, 10, American Ideal--You're So Hot, by Christian Cullen) $8,100, Lifetime Record: 115-23-13-17, $164,768
     O-Scott A &  Scott Tyler George.      B-Mrs D E &  C M Smith, NZ.      T-Tyler George.      D-Trace Tetrick.

     2-Colorful Sky (m, 9, Skydancer Hanover--Cam The Torpedos, by Camluck) $4,050, Lifetime Record: 187-40-25-18, $350,312
     O-Wilfong Racing LLC.      B-Mr Lynn G &  Barbara H &  Brett H &  Candice A Wilfong.      T-Christi Noble.      D-Dan Noble.

     3-American Cheer (m, 7, American Ideal--Character Flaw, by Bettor's Delight) $1,944, $30,000 2015 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 100-20-12-10, $217,458
     O-Chad P Slone.      B-Old Block Stables Inc &  Kenneth H Klein.      T-Larry Finn.      D-Josh Sutton.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 9, 3T, 2T, 1H, HD - Finish Order: Passionate Deo, Camera Lady, I M Mccited, Mcmarkle Sparkle, Truth And Liberty, Keene Santanna,
     Rocking Zoe

RA CE RESULTS - FRIDA Y
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RA CE RESULTS - FRIDA Y (CONTINUED)

THE M EA DOWS report

Friday's Results:

8, Mea, $16,200, Trot, **OPEN HANDICAP** P.P.1-5 DRAWN; 6-8 DRAWN, 26.4, 55.1, 1:23.1, 1:51.3, FT

     1-Jeffery P (g, 6, Full Count--Betty Jean, by S J's Photo) $8,100, $14,000 2016 OH-SEL, Lifetime Record: 85-24-13-9, $215,098
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC &  Phillip Collura.      B-Robert G Slowey &  Anthony V Minute &  Dennis J Osterholt.      T-Ron Burke.     
     D-Dave Palone.

     2-Icanflylikeanangel (g, 7, Archangel--Fox Valley London, by Vaporize) $4,050, $27,000 2015 Goshen, Lifetime Record: 99-23-32-13, $428,738
     O-Randall B Bendis &  Pollack Racing LLC.      B-L Michelle Oglesby &  John R Hallett.      T-Randy Bendis.      D-Jim Pantaleano.

     3-Lady's Dude (g, 10, Victory Sam--Lady's Star, by Hi Noon Star) $1,944, Lifetime Record: 145-51-20-20, $862,028
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC &  Johnny E Yoder.      B-Duane M Lowe.      T-Ron Burke.      D-Tony Hall.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 2, 3T - Finish Order: Tricky Nick, Tequila Talkin, Mystical Peter, Wilberforce, Rainbowinthewest

WOODBINE M OHA WK  PA RK  report

Friday's Results:

2 Wbs, $15,000, Trot, 4 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 1 RACE OR $7,000 LIFETIME. NO ALLOWANCE, 29, 59.2, 1:29.1, 1:58 

     1-Twin B Showtime (b,c,3 - Muscle Mass-Showstopper-Andover Hall) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-1, $10,476
     O-Dreamville Stable, Brian Smith     B-Twinbrook Limited     T-Shawn Steacy     D-Bob McClure

     2-Jackson Storm (b,g,3 - Kadabra-Sheguindah-Angus Hall)
     O-Elizabeth Fair     B-Elizabeth Fair     T-Alan Fair     D-James Macdonald

     3-Powerful Spirit (b,g,4 - Archangel-Tracy My Love-Dream Vacation)
     O-Kevin &  Thomas Sizer, Peter Christie     B-Winbak Farm     T-Kevin Sizer     D-Roger Mayotte

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

3, Wbs, $20,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES, NW $13,800 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $24,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: NW 7 RACES LIFETIME OR NW OF A RACE IN 
2020-2021., 27.2, 57.2, 1:25.3, 1:52.3

     1-Westbeach (b,m,5 - Somebeachsomewhere-I Will-Western Hanover) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 50-8-6-10, $116,110
     O-Lachance Racing Stable, Dragon Racing Inc     B-Estate Of George F Hempt     T-Richard Moreau     D-Sylvain Filion

     2-Swift Ally (b,m,5 - Big Jim-Claires Apache-Apaches Fame)
     O-Ian Fleming, Gregg McNair     B-Ian Fleming, Gregg McNair     T-Gregg McNair     D-Douglas McNair

     3-Major League N (b,m,8 - Gotta Go Cullen-Candlestick Park-Falcon Seelster)
     O-Ed &  Ashleigh Hensley     B-K C Baynes     T-Ashleigh Hensley     D-Ed Hensley

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

4, Wbs, $17,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES, 5 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 2 RACES OR $28,500 LIFETIME, 27.1, 57, 1:26.4, 1:55 

     1-Patricia Mae (b,m,4 - Mach Three-Rub N Tug-Art Major) $8,500, Lifetime Record: 37-2-8-5, $56,548
     O-David Brown, Jim Elburg     B-David Brown, Jim Elburg     T-David Brown     D-Douglas McNair

     2-Classylaneprecious (b,m,4 - Big Jim-Paula Seelster-Camluck)
     O-High Stakes Inc, Rocky &  Antonio Tangreda     B-High Stakes Inc     T-Jack Moiseyev     D-Phillippe Hudon

     3-Nectar (b,m,4 - Sweet Lou-Summertime Lea-Lislea)
     O-Larocque Racing Stb Inc, Saulsbrook Stables Inc     B-Steve Stewart     T-Stephen Charlton     D-Robert Shepherd

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

7, Wbs, $16,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES, NW $8,000 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $16,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: NW $80,000 LIFETIME. AE: OPT. CLM. $20,000, 27.1, 
57.1, 1:25.2, 1:53.1 

     1-Sly Eleanor N (b,m,8 - Mcardle-Girl In The Mist-Armbro Operative) $8,000, Lifetime Record: 71-15-14-10, $218,173
     O-Gary Lance, Brian Samis     B-C A &  P M Chalklen     T-Gary Lance     D-Chris Christoforou
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RA CE RESULTS - FRIDA Y (CONTINUED)

     2-Mach My Kiss (b,m,4 - Mach Three-Kisskissbangbang-Artsplace)
     O-Yolanda Fellows, Erna Corbeil     B-Blair Corbeil     T-Robert Don Fellows     D-Louis Philippe Roy

     3-Vines To Heaven (b,m,6 - Rock N Roll Heaven-Miss Old Vines-Artiscape)
     O-Ecurie Richard Moreau Inc, Ecuries Maguire Inc     B-Marty Fine     T-Richard Moreau     D-Sylvain Filion

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

8, Wbs, $20,000, Trot, NW 3 (FM 5) RACES OR $47,000 (FM $56,250) LIFETIME, 28.1, 58.4, 1:28.3, 1:56.2

     1-Sheswildnfree (b,m,4 - Muscle Mass-Fiery Manes-Angus Hall) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 20-4-2-2, $51,458
     O-Thomas &  Elizabeth Rankin     B-Thomas &  Elizabeth Rankin     T-Benoit Baillargeon     D-Sylvain Filion

     2-Princesspartypants (b,m,4 - Muscle Mass-No Magic To It-Kadabra)
     O-Just In Time Stable, R A W Equine Inc, Big Als Stables Inc     B-Tara Hills Stud Ltd     T-Roger Mayotte     D-Roger Mayotte

     3-Meadowbranch Noble (b,g,4 - Explosive Matter-Wen Mars Memo-Carry The Message)
     O-Debbie Element     B-Hans Enggren     T-Colin Johnson     D-Scott Young

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

10, Wbs, $20,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES, NW 3 RACES OR $60,000 LIFETIME, 27.1, 57, 1:26.3, 1:53.3

     1-Somewhere North (b,m,4 - Somebeachsomewhere-Northwest Hanover-Western Hanover) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 8-6-0-0, $45,900
     O-Pinske Stables     B-Pinske Stables     T-Meg Crone     D-Anthony Haughan

     2-Kounnis (b,m,5 - Windfall Blue Chip-Teamtress-Team Hanover)
     O-Jean Louis Chartier, Marc Belanger     B-Stephane Beaudoin     T-Jean Tourigny     D-Sylvain Filion

     3-Teatimepreacher Gb (b,m,7 - The Preacher Pan-Teatime Hall-Blissfull Hall)
     O-Raymond Huschka     B-S J Taff     T-Colin Johnson     D-Bob McClure

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

YONK ERS RA CEWA Y report

Friday's Results:

2, YR, $17,500, Trot, NW $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS. AE. WINNERS IN LAST START OF THE BASE CLASS "NW $10,000 L5" AE. OPT. CLMG. ALLOW. $25,000, 29.1, 
58.3, 1:28.0, 1:56.2, FT

     1-Magical Journey (g, 5, Kadabra--Some Like It Lindy, by Cantab Hall) $8,750, $30,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 47-9-8-7, $142,236
     O-D Racing Stable Inc &  Earl Hill Jr, CA.      B-Brittany Farms LLC.      T-Deborah Daguet.      D-George Brennan.

     2-Fashion Creditor (g, 9, Credit Winner--Bon Voyage, by Dream Vacation) $4,375, Lifetime Record: 176-37-28-30, $743,572
     O-Joseph E Smith.      B-Standardbred Equities LLC.      T-Tom Fanning.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     3-Lifetime Royalty (g, 5, Royalty For Life--Cha Cha Glide, by Yankee Glide) $2,100, $100,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 55-6-9-8, $121,597
     O-Thomas Ceraso Jr &  Stafford Racing Inc.      B-Stan Klemencic, CA.      T-Paul Stafford.      D-Daniel Dube.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: H, 1H, 1H, H, 3T - Finish Order: Fomor, Drazzmatazz, Hammer Creek, Consus Victory

4, YR, $20,000, Trot, NW $20,750 IN LAST 5 STARTS. AE. OPT. CLMG. ALLOW. $30,000, 29.1, 57.4, 1:26.3, 1:55.1, FT

     1-Broadway Athena (m, 7, Broadway Hall--Athena Hanover, by Tagliabue) $10,000, $20,000 2015 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 65-14-9-10, $160,443
     O-Gilbert Garcia-Owen.      B-Fashion Farms LLC.      T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera.      D-George Brennan.

     2-Swansea (g, 6, Swan For All--Jen, by Valley Victor) $5,000, $6,500 2016 HOOSIER, Lifetime Record: 59-25-14-6, $427,150
     O-Bottom Line Racing LLC &  Triple D Stables Inc.      B-Kevin H Kline &  Dr Santiago D Gutierrez.      T-Scott Di Domenico.      D-Austin Siegelman.

     3-Svf Cash Deposit (g, 6, Cash Hall--Lady Berndt, by Berndt Hanover) $2,400, Lifetime Record: 63-9-13-9, $89,455
     O-Ericka L Lugar.      B-Thomas E Miller.      T-Deborah Daguet.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1H, 1Q, 1H, 1, T - Finish Order: Kinda Lucky Lindy, Barry Black, Windsong Pioneer, After All Paul
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7, YR, $30,000, Trot, OPEN HANDICAP ASSIGNED 1, 2 &  7 DRAW 3-6, 28.2, 57.1, 1:25.4, 1:54.1, FT

     1-Lindsey's Pride (g, 6, Credit Winner--Keepsake Hanover, by Cantab Hall) $15,000, $42,000 2016 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 67-20-11-8, $340,810
     O-Jeff Fought Racing &  Brian K Carsey.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Travis Alexander.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     2-Stormy Kromer (g, 7, Dejarmbro--Benn's Riverdance, by Veeba Rova) $7,500, $100,000 2015 OH-SEL, Lifetime Record: 120-34-22-19, $508,234
     O-Thomas Ceraso Jr.      B-Bradley W Kramer &  Timothy L Hall.      T-Paul Stafford.      D-Daniel Dube.

     3-Hill Of A Horse (g, 6, Muscle Hill--Lukes Sophie, by Here Comes Herbie) $3,600, Lifetime Record: 64-18-7-12, $237,312
     O-Andray Farm.      B-Andray Farm.      T-Erv Miller.      D-Brent Holland.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 2T, 3T, H, 2H, 1Q - Finish Order: Lean Hanover, Mostinterestingman, Blue And Bold, Homer Hall

M EA DOWLA NDS report

Saturday's Results:

1, M, $17,500, Pace, 6 Year Olds &  Under Winners of 4 But Not More Than 6 (NJSO or N/W L2 7) Extended PM Races Lifetime AE: N/W $75,000 (N/W L2 
$85,000) Lifetime (State Bred Wins Not Counted), 27.2, 55.2, 1:23.3, 1:50.0, GD

     1-Sundown Kid (g, 4, Sunshine Beach--Well Pondered, by Ponder) $8,750, Lifetime Record: 28-6-7-3, $79,676
     O-Donald Lindsey, CA &  Paul W Kleinpaste, CA &  William V Alempijevic.      B-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc, CA &  C S X Stables &  Dave A Boyle, CA.      T-Nik
     Drennan.      D-George Brennan.

     2-Always And Again (h, 4, Always A Virgin--Kiss Me Once Again, by Jenna's Beach Boy) $4,375, Lifetime Record: 38-6-8-7, $252,507
     O-Andrew P Berg.      B-H D S Stable &  In The Red LLC.      T-Dylan Davis.      D-Andrew McCarthy.

     3-Rockin The Aces (g, 4, Rock N Roll Heaven--Mattaroni, by Matt's Scooter) $2,100, $60,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 33-10-4-4, $229,508
     O-Beverly Schiffman.      B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.      T-Bruce Saunders.      D-Scott Zeron.

      ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 3T, 3T, 4, 1Q, HD - Finish Order: Century Fury, Galante A, Major Betts, The Candyman Can, Wyatt J

5, M, $15,500, Pace, 5 Year Olds &  Under Winners of 2 But Not More Than 4 (N/W L3 5) Extended PM Races Life AE: N/W $35,000 (N/W L2 $40,000) Life (N/W 
2 Extended PM Races or $20,000 Life Drawn Inside), 27.3, 55.3, 1:23.2, 1:50.4, GD

     1-Environs Hanover (g, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Erma La Em, by Cam's Card Shark) $7,750, $22,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 9-3-2-0, $28,777
     O-Joseph Davino &  Brad Shackman, CA &  Drennan Stable LLC &  Clinton M Guitard, CA.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Nik Drennan.      D-George Brennan.

     2-Big City Bud (g, 5, Western Ideal--Madam Countess, by Art Major) $3,875, $37,000 2017 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 15-4-3-0, $39,107
     O-Jason T &  Susan Marie Skinner.      B-Louis A Willinger &  Deo Volente Farms LLC.      T-Jason Skinner.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Atomic Blast N (g, 5, Auckland Reactor N--Caroline's Cullen, by Christian Cullen) $1,860, Lifetime Record: 13-4-1-2, $28,171
     O-Curtin Anz Stables.      B-Chun Kit Trust, NZ.      T-Kelvin Harrison.      D-Andrew McCarthy.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 2, 2H, T, 1Q, NK - Finish Order: Rollin In New York, In Nevada N, Windsun Azar, Manaccount, Unique Beach, Roll With Dom, Elite Retreat

6, M, $15,500, Pace, N/W $11,500 (NJSO or N/W L3 $13,000) in Last 5 Starts AE: Winners Base Class N/W $8,000 or Less L2 Winner This Class or Higher Last 
Start Ineligible, 27.4, 55.0, 1:23.1, 1:50.2, GD

     1-Decision Day (g, 6, Rock N Roll Heaven--Chief Karen, by Camluck) $7,750, $35,000 2016 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 120-21-17-21, $289,002
     O-Shirley A Le Vin.      B-Curran Racing LLC &  Adam T Michael.      T-Bruce Saunders.      D-Corey Callahan.

     2-Incredible Shark (g, 7, Shadyshark Hanover--Incredible Suprize, by Incredible Finale) $3,875, $15,000 2015 Hoosier, Lifetime Record: 145-22-28-23, $424,799
     O-Pollack Racing LLC &  Jeffrey W Cullipher.      B-Hoosier Standardbred Farm &  Fair Meadow Farm.      T-Jeff Cullipher.      D-Andrew McCarthy.

RA CE RESULTS - SA TURDA Y
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     3-Stonedust (g, 7, Sagebrush--April Ruffles, by Laag) $1,860, $11,500 2015 ILL-CL, Lifetime Record: 99-16-21-16, $236,702
     O-Pollack Racing LLC &  Jeffrey W Cullipher.      B-Fair Meadow Farm.      T-Jeff Cullipher.      D-Simon Allard.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 1H, H, 1T - Finish Order: I'm A Big Deal, Saying Grace N, Like Clockwork, On Accident, Lachie Maguire N, Annihilation,
     Santafe's Coach

9, M, $15,500, Trot, N/W $11,500 (N/W L/S $14,100/NJSO $15,600) in Last 5 Starts AE: N/W 10 Extended PM Races or $100,000 Life Optional Claiming 
$30,000, 28.2, 56.1, 1:24.3, 1:52.3, GD

     1-Get Legs (h, 4, Muscle Hill--Legzy, by Amigo Hall) $7,750, $115,000 2018 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 8-7-0-1, $54,360
     O-Andy Miller Stable Inc &  Michael A Anderson.      B-Windsong Stable.      T-Julie Miller.      D-Andy Miller.

     2-Some Chapter (g, 4, Chapter Seven--Some Kinda Special, by Cantab Hall) $3,875, Lifetime Record: 19-12-5-1, $103,750
     O-Acl Stuteri Ab &  Kjell Johansson, SD.      B-Acl Stuteri Ab &  Kjell Johansson, SD.      T-Anette Lorentzon.      D-Dexter Dunn.

     3-Skyway Kon Man (g, 5, Conway Hall--Keystone Sadie, by Yankee Glide) $1,860, $12,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 48-9-7-11, $150,242
     O-Pollack Racing LLC &  Jeffrey W Cullipher.      B-Arden Homestead Stable &  Max J Hempt.      T-Jeff Cullipher.      D-Daniel Dube.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 4, 5Q, 2H, 1T, NK - Finish Order: Cool Clifford, Rich And Miserable, Pikachu Hanover, Swan In Motion, Explosive Ridge, Goes Down
     Smooth, Gotwuteverittakes

10, M, $27,500, Pace, Winners Over/Open, 27.1, 55.1, 1:22.2, 1:49.2, GD

     1-Shnitzledosomethin (h, 6, Fred And Ginger--Summer N Sand, by Sand Shooter) $13,750, $18,000 2016 HOOSIER, Lifetime Record: 73-23-15-8, $831,333
     O-Howard A Taylor &  Edwin J Gold &  Abraham N Basen &  Richard M Lombardo.      B-Aaron Dale Stutzman.      T-Dylan Davis.      D-Corey Callahan.

     2-Tulhurstsantanna A (g, 8, Santanna Blue Chip--Ballroom Belle, by Presidential Ball) $6,875, Lifetime Record: 145-24-32-14, $198,329
     O-Douglas S Overhiser.      B-Alabar Bloodstock Corp, AS.      T-Andrew Harris.      D-Scott Zeron.

     3-Hesa Kingslayer N (g, 8, Christian Cullen--Millwood Manhattan, by Bettor's Delight) $3,300, Lifetime Record: 42-17-5-7, $129,962
     O-Michael D Deters &  Joel T Warner.      B-K J Carville, NZ.      T-Michael Deters.      D-Jim Marohn Jr.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1, 2H, 3Q, 1, T - Finish Order: Ana Afreet N, Stars Align A, Lyons Steel, No Easy Day, I'm Some Graduate, Gods Spirit N

M IA M I VA LLEY RA CEWA Y report

Saturday's Results:

11, MVR, $16,200, Pace, HORSES &  GELDINGS N/W $10,000 LAST 4 OR $12,500 LAST 5 STARTS AE: N/W 10 PM RACES, 26.3, 56.2, 1:23.3, 1:52.0, FT

     1-Dave And Dennis (h, 7, Sand Shooter--Andi Andi, by Albert Albert) $8,100, Lifetime Record: 128-21-15-14, $297,397
     O-Dennis R Hritz.      B-Dennis R Hritz.      T-Timothy Lane.      D-Sam Widger.

     2-My Buddy Ninkster (g, 9, Dali--Sporty Ellie, by Sportsmaster) $4,050, Lifetime Record: 234-45-40-30, $589,831
     O-John G Krasnican Jr &  Mary E Krasnican.      B-Mary E Krasnican.      T-Robert Phillips.      D-Tyler Smith.

     3-Threeofthebest A (g, 8, Mach Three--Snug Harbor, by Bettor's Delight) $1,944, Lifetime Record: 85-22-13-16, $193,578
     O-Scott Tyler George.      B-S C &  K A Robertson, AS.      T-Tyler George.      D-Trace Tetrick.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 8, 4, 3T, 1H, NK - Finish Order: Opportune Hanover, Bro, So So Delightful, Rose Run Ulysses, Family Recipe, Great Vintage, Rockin Speed

12, MVR, $22,500, Pace, HORSES &  GELDINGS OPEN HCP PP̀ S 1-5 &  10 DRAWN; 6-9 DRAWN, 26.4, 55.3, 1:23.1, 1:51.2, FT

     1-Voracity (g, 8, Sportswriter--Lu Lu Q, by McArdle) $11,250, $47,000 2014 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 146-26-22-17, $685,290
     O-Donald F Morris &  Norman Rae Racing LLC.      B-Steve H Stewart.      T-Christi Noble.      D-Dan Noble.

     2-Crimson And Chrome (g, 5, Sweet Lou--Mcsauna, by McArdle) $5,625, Lifetime Record: 51-15-8-7, $283,220
     O-Tim Tetrick LLC.      B-Tim Tetrick LLC.      T-Sherif Cunmulaj.      D-Trace Tetrick.

     3-Loutenant (g, 5, Sweet Lou--I Kill Time, by Western Ideal) $2,700, $55,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 73-13-9-10, $196,844
     O-September L Six.      B-Steiner Stock Farm.      T-Bobbie Jo Brewer.      D-Tyler Smith.

     Replay Unavailable - Calls: 1, 1, 2, 3, 1H - Finish Order: General Dolan, Tivo Hanover, Fan Of Terror, Gd Western Joe, Never Say Never N, Shagnwiththedragon, Omega Cat
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THE DOWNS A T M OHEGA N SUN POCONO report

Saturday's Results:

1, PcD, $25,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd Leg Claiming $30,000 1st division of 7, 26.2, 55.1, 1:24.3, 1:53.4, SY

     1-Rangers Sureshot (g, 10, Palone Ranger--Cadie's Sure Shot, by Gunthatwonthewest) $12,500, Lifetime Record: 186-36-33-19, $395,200
     O-Wildcard Stables Inc.      B-Richard H Copp.      T-Darren Taneyhill.      D-Anthony Napolitano.

     2-Trente Deo (r, 5, Captaintreacherous--Electric Fool, by I Am A Fool) $6,250, $47,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 80-17-9-11, $229,557
     O-William E Emmons.      B-Deo Volente Farms LLC.      T-Eric Ell.      D-Jim Morrill Jr.

     3-Waterway (g, 5, Captaintreacherous--Capri Hanover, by Western Ideal) $3,000, $22,000 2017 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 36-8-5-7, $187,764
     O-D'Elegance Stable Ix &  T L P Stable.      B-Brittany Farms LLC.      T-Richard Johnson.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 4H, 3Q, 2H, HD, T - Finish Order: Alex Tye, Thefreedomfightern, Somwherenbrookln N, Sevens Hope A, Daamericansky

2, PcD, $15,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 2 - 3rd Leg Claiming $20,000 1st division of 5, 26.4, 57.0, 1:24.3, 1:54.4, SY

     1-Talk Show (g, 8, Art Major--Lush Limbaugh, by Presidential Ball) $7,500, $40,000 2014 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 117-18-11-15, $351,738
     O-Robert D Main.      B-Dunroven Stud.      T-Jason Robinson.      D-Jim Pantaleano.

     2-Bobby K Hill (g, 6, Somebeachsomewhere--Sarandon Blue Chip, by Western Ideal) $3,750, Lifetime Record: 74-15-12-10, $153,141
     O-Cameron M Capone &  George C Tackley &  Wendy S Storrier.      B-Tom Hill, UK.      T-Mark Capone.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     3-White Hair Rocks (g, 5, Rockin Image--Yankee Luck, by Western Hanover) $1,800, Lifetime Record: 70-8-12-8, $145,107
     O-Anthony N Ventriglio.      B-Victory Hill Farm Inc.      T-Nicholas Sodano.      D-Jim Morrill Jr.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 2T, 2H, 3, 1H, 1H - Finish Order: Official Delight, Major Bucks, Polak A, Cheyenne Jeffrey, Gias Boy

3, PcD, $25,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd Leg Claiming $30,000 2nd division of 7, 27.4, 56.2, 1:24.2, 1:54.0, SY

     1-Tucker Creek (g, 4, Pet Rock--Gerries Madison, by Apaches Fame) $12,500, Lifetime Record: 33-7-3-7, $71,957
     O-Kelly A Hastings &  Ryan Duane Dailey.      B-Gerrie S Tucker, CA.      T-Kelly Hastings.      D-Larry Stalbaum.

     2-Urban Renewal (g, 8, Cam's Card Shark--Perfect Gesture, by Beach Towel) $6,250, Lifetime Record: 170-25-28-30, $294,891
     O-Clifford N Grundy.      B-James L Stambaugh.      T-Mike Watson.      D-Anthony Napolitano.

     3-Frankie Rocks A (g, 9, Rock N Roll Heaven--Faith Prevails, by Fake Left) $3,000, Lifetime Record: 105-22-13-12, $194,736
     O-Boss Racing Usa &  Pb Racing Stables Inc.      B-Solid Earth Pty LTD, AS.      T-Paul Blumenfeld.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 6, 5, 1T, H, H - Finish Order: Grand Priority, Cal, Hereittiz, I Get That

4, PcD, $15,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 2 - 3rd Leg Claiming $20,000 2nd division of 5, 28.0, 57.2, 1:25.1, 1:54.1, SY

     1-Cash Is King (g, 8, Rocknroll Hanover--Showherthemoney, by Cam's Card Shark) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 120-18-24-19, $220,747
     O-M Spacc Stables.      B-John Cancelliere.      T-Travis Alexander.      D-Anthony Napolitano.

     2-Uptown Funk (g, 6, Shadow Play--Lucks Mistress, by Camluck) $3,750, $18,000 2016 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 63-12-9-4, $89,720
     O-Nicole Dicostanzo.      B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc.      T-Nicole Dicostanzo.      D-Tyler Buter.

     3-Dream Of Luck (g, 7, Camluck--Dream Of Mimi, by Dream Away) $1,800, $40,000 2015 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 133-17-18-16, $272,048
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC.      B-Winbak Farm.      T-Ron Burke.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 2, 2, 2 - Finish Order: Jeremes General, Here Comes Swifty, Keystone Steam, Brackley Beach, Mr Big Load

5, PcD, $25,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd Leg Claiming $30,000 3rd division of 7, 27.1, 56.3, 1:25.1, 1:54.1, SY

     1-Apex Seelster (g, 5, Big Jim--Art's Michelle, by Art Major) $12,500, $20,000 2017 LONDON, Lifetime Record: 51-10-9-3, $101,621
     O-Friendship Stables LLC.      B-Seelster Farms Inc, CA.      T-Paul Blumenfeld.      D-Simon Allard.

     2-Electric Western (g, 10, Electric Stena--Dear Stena, by Western Hanover) $6,250, Lifetime Record: 169-14-29-34, $294,811
     O-Mark S Ford.      B-Rejean Lassonde, CA.      T-Mark Ford.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     3-Proven Desire (g, 9, Proven Lover--Shark Like Lady, by Four Starzzz Shark) $3,000, $8,200 2013 ATL-CL, Lifetime Record: 167-34-30-23, $462,311
     O-William E Emmons.      B-Silverhill, CA.      T-Chris Height.      D-Geo. Napolitano Jr.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 6, 3T, 1H, 1H, T - Finish Order: P L Munson, Just N Ace, Validus Deo, Rockin Inthe Hills, Barimah A
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7, PcD, $25,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd Leg Claiming $30,000 4th division of 7, 28.2, 57.1, 1:25.0, 1:55.1, SY

     1-Union Station (g, 5, Somebeachsomewhere--Hit The Curb, by Art Major) $12,500, $120,000 2017 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 53-8-3-7, $94,921
     O-Eric A Prevost.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Darren Taneyhill.      D-Anthony Napolitano.

     2-Cinnamack (g, 6, McArdle--Armbro Cinnamon, by Western Ideal) $6,250, $32,500 2016 Buck-Cl, Lifetime Record: 83-13-8-10, $190,075
     O-Jason M Robinson.      B-Emerald Highlands Farm.      T-Jason Robinson.      D-Jim Pantaleano.

     3-Foo Fighter N (g, 8, American Ideal--Lucy's Way, by In The Pocket) $3,000, Lifetime Record: 62-11-6-8, $74,060
     O-Godinez Racing Stable LLC.      B-B L Calder, NZ &  Mrs K E Calder, NZ.      T-Jose Godinez.      D-Simon Allard.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 7Q, 4Q, 2T, 1Q, NK - Finish Order: Wagon Master, Art Scene, Constntlysidewys A, What's Goin On, Raptors Flight N

9, PcD, $15,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 2 - 3rd Leg Claiming $20,000 3rd division of 5, 27.4, 57.1, 1:25.1, 1:54.4, SY

     1-Royal Heart (g, 10, Royal Art--B J's Sunrise, by No Nukes) $7,500, $1,700 2012 IN-PREM, Lifetime Record: 220-39-32-34, $493,354
     O-George M &  Jerry E Kehm.      B-Genesis Trotters.      T-Travis Alexander.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     2-Barnabas (g, 7, McArdle--Panagler, by No Pan Intended) $3,750, $60,000 2015 OH-SEL, Lifetime Record: 95-21-11-15, $302,874
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC.      B-R Kevin Greenfield.      T-Ron Burke.      D-Jim Morrill Jr.

     3-Janaid (h, 5, Southwind Lynx--No Bad Luck, by Badlands Hanover) $1,800, Lifetime Record: 50-7-12-8, $72,978
     O-A. Napolitano Racing Inc..      B-George Teague Jr Inc..      T-Marta Piotrow.      D-Anthony Napolitano.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 3H, 3Q, 1T, 2, 1 - Finish Order: Nine Ways, Just Plain Loco, Newbie, Raksmach N, Blow A Cloud N, Shoreview

10, PcD, $25,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd Leg Claiming $30,000 5th division of 7, 27.0, 57.3, 1:25.4, 1:54.3, SY

     1-Melanie's Tedy (h, 5, Hypnotic Blue Chip--Cuz She Can, by Cambest) $12,500, Lifetime Record: 60-12-10-6, $152,009
     O-Matthew J Morrison.      B-Francis H Azur.      T-Neil Balcerak.      D-Jim Pantaleano.

     2-Tullow N (g, 10, Mach Three--Tessa Bromac, by Mystical Shark) $6,250, Lifetime Record: 198-36-36-24, $364,375
     O-Marissa L Russo.      B-Brisbane Pastoral Co Pty LTD, NZ.      T-David Russo.      D-Geo. Napolitano Jr.

     3-My Mind Is Madeup (g, 8, Mister Big--Troxel Hanover, by Badlands Hanover) $3,000, Lifetime Record: 147-26-16-24, $289,860
     O-Lexington Harness Group LLC.      B-Harbour City Management, CA.      T-Kevin Lare.      D-Jason Bartlett.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, H, 1Q, H, NK - Finish Order: Revelry, Twin B Speed Dial, Da Magician, Western Hill, Class Six

11, PcD, $25,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd Leg Claiming $30,000 6th division of 7, 27.3, 57.1, 1:25.0, 1:53.4, SY

     1-Horsing Around (g, 7, Shadyshark Hanover--Savoya Hanover, by Western Ideal) $12,500, $7,500 2015 Hoosier, Lifetime Record: 135-23-14-18, $243,653
     O-Burke Racing Stable LLC &  Weaver Bruscemi LLC.      B-Michael Bennett &  Randy J Wilt.      T-Ron Burke.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     2-Iammrbrightside N (h, 11, Julius Caesar--Onedin Spur, by Jaguar Spur) $6,250, Lifetime Record: 213-39-34-26, $461,434
     O-D Racing Stable Inc.      B-A K Wylie, NZ.      T-Lou Pena.      D-Simon Allard.

     3-Barbados (g, 6, Roll With Joe--Tropic's Beachgirl, by Jenna's Beach Boy) $3,000, $97,000 2016 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 77-15-13-9, $140,310
     O-Fox Racing Inc.      B-Blair C Corbeil, CA.      T-Justin Pirillo.      D-Jordan Stratton.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 1Q, 1Q, H - Finish Order: Aston Hill Dave, Glengarry Knight N, My Delight, Mississippi Rabbit, Windsong Jack

12, PcD, $25,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 1 - 3rd Leg Claiming $30,000 7th division of 7, 26.3, 56.2, 1:24.4, 1:53.3, SY

     1-Burning Midnight (g, 6, Mach Three--Respectednbeloved, by Dream Away) $12,500, $25,000 2016 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 80-16-7-10, $258,868
     O-Robert D Main.      B-Winbak Farm.      T-Darren Taneyhill.      D-Anthony Napolitano.

     2-Captain Nash (h, 5, Captaintreacherous--Discoverer, by Four Starzzz Shark) $6,250, $19,000 2017 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 64-10-10-9, $118,068
     O-Leona M Morrissey, CA.      B-Steve Jones.      T-Dan Morrissey.      D-Simon Allard.

     3-Bravo Tex N (g, 8, Bettor's Delight--Star Gate, by Holmes Hanover) $3,000, Lifetime Record: 117-16-19-16, $157,286
     O-Vhf Racing LLC.      B-S D Caldwell, NZ &  N M Topp, NZ.      T-Sabrina Shaw.      D-Tyler Buter.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 1Q, 1Q, 1T - Finish Order: Grand Teton, Fireball, American Rebel, A Real Miracle, Shane Adam
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13, PcD, $15,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 2 - 3rd Leg Claiming $20,000 4th division of 5, 27.2, 57.0, 1:24.4, 1:54.3, SY

     1-Classy Hill (g, 9, Art Colony--Champale Blue Chip, by No Pan Intended) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 183-21-20-30, $282,338
     O-Ameer Najor.      B-Tom Hill, UK.      T-Daniel Maier.      D-Anthony Napolitano.

     2-Busboy Hanover (g, 8, Western Ideal--Best Not Tell, by Cambest) $3,750, $36,000 2014 SHS-HBG, Lifetime Record: 109-12-13-11, $134,558
     O-William O Daggett Jr &  Lawrence F Vukovic.      B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc.      T-Laura Angle.      D-Marcus Miller.

     3-Mountain High (g, 5, Always A Virgin--Art's Temptress, by Artsplace) $1,800, Lifetime Record: 57-6-4-14, $59,294
     O-Lucky Label Stable LLC.      B-Brittany Farms LLC &  Val D'Or Farms.      T-Chas Norris.      D-Tyler Buter.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 1Q, H, NS - Finish Order: Itsonlyrocknroll A, Oh K Man, Undertaker, Real Lucky N, Fernado, Bargain Shopper

14, PcD, $15,000, Pace, "Game of Claims" L.C. No. 2 - 3rd Leg Claiming $20,000 5th division of 5, 27.3, 56.3, 1:24.2, 1:53.4, SY

     1-Sunset Braydon (g, 7, Always A Virgin--Miss Sweetness, by Dontgetinmyway) $7,500, Lifetime Record: 83-11-12-15, $143,992
     O-Karen Lynne Taylor &  Edward J Gomez.      B-Devon L Beachey.      T-Pierre Paradis.      D-Geo. Napolitano Jr.

     2-Thisjetsabookin (g, 9, Jereme's Jet--Still Standing, by Stand Forever) $3,750, Lifetime Record: 169-28-23-22, $369,018
     O-Eric A Prevost.      B-Gerald A Bookmyer.      T-Darren Taneyhill.      D-Matt Kakaley.

     3-Best Trick Ever (g, 7, Cambest--Magical Western, by Western Hanover) $1,800, $55,000 2015 LEX-SEL, Lifetime Record: 96-18-16-11, $113,558
     O-Clifford N Grundy.      B-Denim Stable.      T-Mike Watson.      D-Jim Morrill Jr.

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?   Calls: 1Q, 2H, H, 1, 4 - Finish Order: Bye Bye John, Internet Hanover, Wilsons Vinner, Toddler Tantrum, Rocknroll Charm

WOODBINE M OHA WK  PA RK  report

Saturday's Results:

1, Wbs, $16,000, Trot, NW $8,500 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $17,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: OPT. CLM. $25,000, 27.4, 57.2, 1:26.4, 1:57.0 

     1-The Fixer (b,g,5 - Trixton-Give You My Word-Yankee Glide) $8,000, Lifetime Record: 58-14-11-6, $188,098
     O-1652281 Ontario Limited     B-Thomas Dillon     T-David Frey     D-Scott Coulter

     2-Hockey Hanover (b,g,6 - Explosive Matter-Hotentrot Hanover-Donato Hanover)
     O-Bradley Grant     B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc     T-Richard Moreau     D-Douglas McNair

     3-Jumpshot (b,g,5 - E L Titan-Chef Heartsalot-Angus Hall)
     O-Silver Stables     B-P G Van Camp Stables     T-Benoit Baillargeon     D-Sylvain Filion

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

2, Wbs, $24,000, Pace, NW $16,000 (FM $31,500) LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $26,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: OPT. CLM. $45,000. AE: NW $120,000 LIFETIME, 27.1, 
56.1, 1:24.4, 1:52.4

     1-Rockme Rollme (b,g,5 - A Rocknroll Dance-Promysquous Lady-Pro Bono Best) $12,000, Lifetime Record: 50-13-12-8, $275,218
     O-Albina Montini, Kwong Sum Low, Vincent Albanese, Joseph Rogers     B-Frederick Hertrich     T-Anthony Montini     D-Jody Jamieson

     2-Better Be Donna N (b,m,7 - Betterthancheddar-Hip Pocket-In The Pocket)
     O-Stephen Klunowski     B-Alabar Nz Ltd     T-Carmen Auciello     D-James Macdonald

     3-Highlandbeachlover (b,g,5 - Somebeachsomewhere-Rockn Highland-Rocknroll Hanover)
     O-Stephen Klunowski, Robert Burgess, Lawrence Fox, Daniel Sarafian     B-Highland Thoroughbred Frm     T-Carmen Auciello     D-Scott Young

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

3, Wbs, $22,000, Pace, NW 5 RACES OR $80,000 LIFETIME, 28.1, 57.4, 1:26.2, 1:55.0 

     1-Beyond Better (b,g,4 - Bettors Delight-Somethinincredible-Ponder) $11,000, Lifetime Record: 17-7-4-0, $97, 320
     O-Robert Mcintosh Stables Inc, Dave Boyle, Mardon Stables     B-Robert McIntosh Stables Inc     T-Robert McIntosh     D-Bob McClure

     2-Captain Video (b,h,4 - Captaintreacherous-Eitherurinorurout-Western Ideal)
     O-1876472 Ontario Inc, Ecurie Csl, Sam &  Michael Sergi     B-Riverview Breedling Llc     T-Richard Moreau     D-Sylvain Filion

     3-Grand Poobah (b,g,5 - Mach Three-Warrawee Limelight-Astreos)
     O-Stephen Klunowski     B-Stephen Klunoski     T-Carmen Auciello     D-James Macdonald

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?
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4, Wbs, $20,000, Pace, NW $12,500 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $22,000 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: OPT. CLM. $30,000, 26.4, 55.3, 1:25.1, 1:53.4 

     1-Torrin Hanover (b,g,6 - Well Said-Transference-Camluck) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 90-19-12-13, $322,976
     O-Richard Berthiaume     B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc     T-Benoit Baillargeon     D-Scott Young

     2-Aintnobettor A (br,g,7 - Bettors Delight-Aintshegreat-Badlands Hanover)
     O-David Kryway      B-R F &  K L Littler     T-Jared Bako     D-Douglas McNair

     3-Pro Beach (b,g,6 - Somebeachsomewhere-Darlins Delight-Bettors Delight)
     O-Sylvain Descheneaux, Gaar Racing Stables, Gaston Bibeau     B-White Birch Farm     T-Richard Moreau     D-Bob McClure

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

5, Wbs, $26,000, Pace, FILLIES &  MARES, NW $22,000 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $31,500 LAST 10 STARTS. AE: NW $110,000 LIFETIME. AE: OPT. CLM. $40,000, 
28.2, 57.2, 1:26.2, 1:54.4 

     1-Ivana Flybye N (b,m,7 - American Ideal-Cathys Flybye N-Caprock) $13,000, Lifetime Record: 48-14-6-11, $156,645
     O-Mt Stables Ontario Inc     B-I D &  J I Bublitz     T-Carmen Auciello     D-Jody Jamieson

     2-Hello Love (b,m,6 - Shadow Play-Dont Point At-At Point Blank)
     O-Hello Love Stable, Landmark 11 Racing Stable, Landmark 10 Racing Stable     B-William Weaver     T-Shawn Steacy     D-James Macdonald

     3-Kloof Street (b,m,7 - Mach Three-Luck On The Run-Run The Table)
     O-Millar Farms     B-Millar Farms     T-Nick Gallucci     D-Scott Young

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

7, Wbs, $20,000, Pace, 5 YEAR OLDS &  YOUNGER, NW 3 RACES OR $54,000 LIFETIME. AE: NW 4 RACES LIFETIME, WHO ARE NW OF A RACE LAST 10 STARTS, 
27.2, 56.2, 1:25.0, 1:53.4

     1-Cold Creek Cabo (br,g,4 - Dali-Tymal Black Satin-Fit For Life) $10,000, Lifetime Record: 20-7-3-3, $80,889
     O-Cold Creek Standardbred     B-Daniel Walker     T-William Slack     D-Jody Jamieson

     2-Going Fast (b,g,4 - Western Terror-Tootsie J-Real Artist)
     O-Elizabeth Fair     B-Vae Llc     T-Alan Fair     D-Bob McClure

     3-Dragon Roars Again (b,g,4 - Dragon Again-Armbro Cinnamon-Western Ideal)
     O-Emerald Highlands Farm     B-Emerald Highlands Farm     T-Tony Osullivan     D-Chris Christoforou

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

8, Wbs, $30,000, Pace, NW $30,000 LAST 5 STARTS. AE: NW $175,000 LIFETIME. AE: OPT. CLM. $80,000. AE:  MARES,  27.2, 56.4, 1:25, 1:52.3 

     1-Wheels On Fire (b,g,6 - Somebeachsomewhere-Ab Fab-Western Ideal) $15,000, Lifetime Record: 70-24-8-10, $404,723
     O-Bradley Grant     B-W J Donovan     T-Richard Moreau     D-Bob McClure

     2-So Much More (b,m,5 - Big Jim-Ladysai-Real Artist)
     O-Don &  Kenneth Beatson, Cole England     B-Doug Mac Phee     T-Don Beatson     D-James Macdonald

     3-East End (br,g,8 - Bettors Delight-London Eye-Western Ideal)
     O-Percy Elkins     B-Diamond Creek Farm Llc     T-Carmen Auciello     D-Jody Jamieson

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?

10, Wbs, $16,000, Pace, NW $8,400 LAST 5 STARTS OR NW $16,000 LAST 10 STARTS, 27.4, 57.1, 1:25.3, 1:53.1

     1-Bettor B Going (b,h,5 - Bettors Delight-Jk Letitgo-Western Ideal) $8,000, Lifetime Record: 46-10-9-6, $155,596
     O-Grant &  Joanne Curnow     B-White Birch Farm     T-Wilford Perrault     D-Chris Christoforou

     2-Jknr Liketell (b,r,5 - Tellitlikeitis-Guarding The Gold-Allamerican Native)
     O-Ashleigh &  Ed Hensley     B-John Miller, Robert Yoder     T-Ashleigh Hensley     D-Ed Hensley

     3-Butter Bay Hanover (b,g,5 - Captaintreacherous-Bettor B Lucky-Bettors Delight)
     O-Michael Marocco     B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc     T-Victor Puddy     D-Bob McClure

     ?  ?  Replay  ?  ?
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